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In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, October 13, 1969

Four Traffic Collisions
Occur In City On Saturday

10* Per Copy

Rites Held Sunday
For Euell Jones
The funeral of Euell Jones
of Dexter Route One was held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church with Rev. John
Bradley and Rev. Eura Mathis
officiating.
Burial was in the church
cemetery with the arrangements
by the Linn Funeral Home of
Benton.
Mr. Jones, age 65, died suddenly Friday at his home. He
was an employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Bessie Jeffrey Jones; mother,
Mrs. Edith Jones of Dexter
Route One; sister, Mrs. Cecil
Jones of Dexter Route One;
three brothers, Joel Jones of
i;alifornia, Rob and Alfred
Jones, both of Dexter Route
One.

Four traffic collons occur- Edward Frank
Gudge1 of Lexxed Saturday on the rain son- ingtoo
and a 1969 Chevrolet
ed streets of the city of Mut
, Nova two door driven by Mrs.
ray, according to it:he investigatRhine.
ing reports fled by the officers
Gudgel, going west on Main
01 the Murray Police Depart- Street,
failed to atop at 16th
Mint.
Street and collided with the
Chinon. A. Rhine of Shiny Rhine
car going south on 18th
Oaks Wailer Court, Murray, was Street,
the police report said.
reported injured in the acciDamage to the Gudgel car was
dent at 1:40 p. m at the in- on
the left front bumper and
ilenection of 10th and Main,
fender and to the Rhine car
axioeding to the police report. on
the left front end.
Heir injuries were not deed.
Care involved were a 1988
At the same time, 1:40 p. m.,
Chevrolet four door driven by a three
car collision occurred
at South 12th and Sycamore
Streets.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Vol. LXXXX No. 242

Burn Wounds Fatal To Otho
Burton, Funeral Is Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and was later transferred
by ambulance to the Vanderbilt Hospital where he expired
on Saturday.
The prominent Route Five
farmer was a faithful member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Members of
his Sunday School Class reported he had not missed the class
in three years.
He and his wife, the former
Lavelle Steele, who survives
him, were married January 6,
1933.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Burton, and one son, Kenny
Burton, both of Murray Route
Five; his father, Ike Burton,
South 8th Street, Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. J. 0. Edwards and
Mrs. Roy Lassiter of Murray
and Mrs. Mark Elkins of Memphis, Teuo.; two brothers, Kelly Burton of Murray and John
Ralph Burton of Canago Park,
California.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ with Bro Bill Threat officiating.
Active pallbearers will be
Jack Bailey, Clyde Steele, Bobby Spiceland, J. D. Wall, Rus....
(Continued on Papa Eight)

Cars involved were a 1967
Ford two door driven by Martha Key Ryan of 1306 Wells
Boulevard, Murray, a 1966
Chevrolet two door owned by
M. D. McGinnis and driven by
Otho Burton
David Edward McGinnis of AlNEW DEAN AT MURRAY STATE — Dr. Jo• N. Prince (left), the new
mo Route One, and a 1968 Chevdean of the
Otho Burton of Murray Route
School of Fin* Arts at Murray State University , has been on the lob since
rolet two door driven by Garvin
September 1 —
Five succumbed Saturday a t
but he got his formal introduction at a reception Monday evening at
Abraham Wilson of 1681 Ryan
the
Holiday
Inn.
We sees where the Pentagon is Avenue.
8:30 p.m. at the Vanderbilt HosHe and his wife were honored by the three departments in the school
he now heads —
pital, Nashville, Tenn.
supportirg a project to train
art, drama and music. Shown with him aro the chairman of the
All the cars were going south
departments: Miss Clara
birds to do some jobs now per on South 12th Street when WilBurton, age 56, was seriousEagle, art; Richard Farrell (center), music: and Robert E. Johnson. drama.
A 1959 gradly burned Wednesday when the
formed by human beings in son told police his brakes failed
trate of Murray State, Prince was named by th• board of repents in July
to
the
deanship
gas tank of the tractor he was
the military.
and he struck the rear of the - of the now school, the sixth In the universitis's academic structure.
Four persons were reported driving exploded. He suffered
McGinnis car knocking it into
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Psens Mee koblicitytha army the rear of the Ryan car, GCtreated at the emcrgency room burns over his enti kidy when
bas neerved recently we could cording to the police repott
-- 'wicking rig he was drivof the Murray-Calloway County the co
suggest the Dodo to replace
Hospital on Saturday with one Leg suddenly- caught -fire about
Damage to the Ryan car was
some generals and a few buz- on the rear end, to the McGinperson being admitted as a pat- five o'clock Wednesday.
zards to replace some of the nis car on the front and rear,
ient, according to the hospital
Mr. Burton and two others
folks who have had the snack end to the Wilson car on the
officials.
oceicessions in overseas PX's. front end.
Gerald Richerson of ,Murray were picking corn in a field
The Methodist Men of the Route Three, age 54, was treat- owned by Wells Overbey in the
Fir* United Methodist Church ed for a laceration ot the nose Clarks River bottom near the
Saturday at 9:09 a. as. two
Sitting there in front of the
will have their fuse dinner and corner of the left eye. He Old Concord Road.
picture window this morning cars were involved in a colliAnother corn picker operaby WALTER WHITEHEAD
day
the
lull
could
continue
sion
meeting
North
at
anin the social hall of the was admitted to the hospital.
iLla
and
Olive
about half asleep, drinking a
tor,
Bobby Spiceland, was at
SAIGON (UPI) — Eight other month before the guer- church on Wednesd
His
injuries
Streets.
were reported to
ay, October
mug of coffee The mug has a
the other end of the field pickbe from a car accident
1,5, at 6:30 p. m.
Wanda Bennett Hargrove of flights of B52s bombed along rillas are ready
bigger handle and is easier to
ing corn when he reported seeMilitary spokesmen reported
Sid Easleyt president, said the
Murray Route Five, driving a the Cambodian border Sunday
nold when we ere sleepy.
Sammy Todd of 311 North ing a "ball of flame" come from
1988 Ford two door hardtop, night and today despite reports 18 overnight shelling attacks progrem will deal with the top- 12th Street,
age 16, suffered a Burton's tractor. A man drivPresident Nixon had ordered a but said ground fighting re- ic - "Should the
Church Involve laceration to the left frontal
The tips of the Coleas showed was going east on Olive Street cutback
ing along a nearby road, Elvie
in
their
raids
mained
in
light,
rewith
and
Itself
made
in Social Issues". Pesti- region and
a left hand turn on48 guer0 ye
the buttom of the wina contusion to the Hale, was the first to reach the
sponse to the lull in Commun- rillas killed in four fights north cirrating on the
panel will be left hip reportedly from a
The flowers are at their to North 4th Street colliding ist attacks.
car injured man. He was lying some
The flower of the Colea with the 1967 Ford four door
•
(Continued en Page tight) Donald Hunter, Jim Garrisoe, accident.
150 feet from his tractor and
isadHan
The Kentucky Lake trailer
Smock.
Official
sources said Sunday
on a long green spindly exAbio irodieit from injuries :a gall
been burn. home of Mr. and
(Continued on Page Eight)
g
s d off.had
the President ordered a 10 per
Mrs. Quinton
a car wreck was Graydon ed orar pulled
nsion of the plant and the
Gibson, Olive Street, Murray,
cent reduction in Stratofort
tiny purplish flowers go out
Thompson of Murray Route Six,
Burton was rushed to t he at Blood
LICENSES SUSPENDED
River Estates was enstrikes to show the
from it.
age 20. He had a cut on his lip,
Cong
tered Last week, according to
and North Vietnamese that he
bruised right knee, ribs, and
Calloway Countians who have
the office of Calloway County
was willing to reciprocate in
right wrist.
A hug• Bumble Bee clings prebad their drivers licenses su
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield.
scaling down the fighting.
cariously from the flower bendEddie
Hargrove
of
Dexter
spended er revoked for at leas:
Gibson told the Ledger &
This is the area where U. S.
ing it way over.
three to six months according Route One, age 24, suffered
Times and the Sheriff that he
military officials say the Comscratches
on
the
head
and
left
to the Milk Safety Coordinwas offering a reward of $50.00
munists are training for more
At the far left, the tip of the
ating Co lmittee are: William shoulder and a laceration on
Funeral services for Wash leading to the arrest and conattacks. The officials said toSummer Poinsettia can be seen
the
back
fo
the
hand
and fore- Jones of Murray were held Sun- viction
Patterson Grubbs of Route 5
of person or persons reIt is sail red, but beginning to
Murray, lad Larry Grant Stub- arm and was treatcd at the hos- day at two p.m at the chapel garding the breakin.
fade
pital.
His
injuries
were
reportblefield gf Route 1, Murray.
of the Max H. Churchill Funedly from -a car accident.
The screen door of the Giberal Home with Bro. Bill Threet
A big Dragon Fly suddenly apson trailer was damaged and a
Mrs. Goldia Curd, president
officiating.
pears before the window, looks
rod and reel taken in this breakof Grove 126 Woodmen of the
Active
pallbearers
were
in at us as if to say "wake up
World, presented the New
Barkley Jones, H. S. Rogers, in. About two years ago a color
Jerry
Stallions
of
Glendale
boy", and just as suddenly zips
Hope Day Care Center with an Road, Murray, reported to
Hugh Arnett, Robert Singleton, television and other articles
the
America
n
Leslie
Douglas, and Fred Doug- were stolen when the trailer
flag
on
Thursday
, Murray Police Department on
(Continued on Page Eight)
October 9, at 6:30 p.m. Accept- Sunday at 9:46 p. m. that his
las. Honorary pallbearers were was entered
Kathy Jackson of Murray
ing the gift was Mrs. Libby In- 1967 Camero was stripped of
Wade Holley, Johnny Smithman, teacher for the new cen- wheels and breather.
son, H. T. Danner, L. A. Row- Route Five reported that her
ter.
land, Glen Sims, and Alvie Fan billfold was taken from her
Stallions said the car had beee
purse that had been left on a
By
United
Internati
Press
onal
day he was proclaiming Wed- ris.
The Woodmen encourages re- }reeked up and four fourteen
table
Lance Cpl. A. W. Thomas
at their cabin in the Blood
Plans
for
Wednesda
Interment was in the Antioch
y's na- nesday a day of observance as
spect and love of the nation's inch mag wheels and wide oval
tionwidee moratorium to protest part of the moratorium. He said Cemetery with the arrange- River Estates on Sunday.
flag in all phases of the Wood- tires and four barrel carburetor
the Vine= War solidified to- flags would be flown at hall- ments by the Max H. Churchill
Sheriff Stubblefield said the
men's programs. To better ex- breather along with a jack and
day, but so did growing opposi- staff and church hells would Funeral Home.
Jacksons left the cabin door
emplify this respect and love, lug wrenches were stoelen.
tion to ,the demonstration.
Mr. Jones, age 79, died Friday unlocked to go down to the lake
the Woodmen presents Amer- The police report said damPresident Nixon already has
(Continued on Page Eight) morning.
and when they returned her
ican flags to worthy organiza- age was also to the sides and
billfold was gone. They reporttions. In the presentation Mrs. trunk of the car. It was reportsaid that "under no circumstaned that they heard a car stop
Curd explained that the red ed to have happened between
ces will I be affected whatever
Lance Cpl. A. W. (Tony) Tho- by deniceistrations
color in the flag represents dark and the time ieported to
at the cabin while they were at
agatingt the
mas, son of Mr.-and Mrs. Ches- war." However,
WASHINGTON (UPI) — U.S. courage, the blue color repre- the police.
the lake shore, but thought it
he plans to
ter
Thomas,
Hickory Drive clarify—and presumably softSen. Marlow W. Cook, Ray., sents loyalty, and the white
was someone coming to see
Murray, has been discharged en thole remariLs
was the leadoff man today in color represents liberty. The
them.
made
at
a
TWELVE CITED
from the U.S Marine Corps and press
what is expected to be a leng- flag, which is called "Old
cenfereece.
is now at home with his parthy floor debate on the qualifi- Glory" is a symbol of liberty,
Mayor John V. Lindsey of
Twelve
persons
were
cited
by
ents.
cations of Judge Clement F. rights and union.
New York, running in a tough
TAPPAN WIVES
the Murray Police Department
Thomas has been stationed at re-election campaign
Hsyrisveorth Jr., to serve on the
To conclude the presentation over the
,
said
Sunweekend
. They were Okinawa for the past three
Supreme Court of the United each Woadmen stood and pledgThe Tappan Wives Club will
three for public drunkenness, months. He suffered shrapnel
States.
ed allegiance to the flag.
meet Tuesday at Mx p.m. at
two for driving while intoxicat- wounds in the back and
both
the Holiday Inn with Jessie
Mr. Inman gave a very in- ed, one for
public drunkenness, legs on April 29 while on OperThe Louisville senator pre- spiring
Cole, Jeannette Fain, Kathryn
and educational talk on petty larceny,
seealing city etion Daring Rebel on the USS
pared a 25-page, hour-long dethe New Hope Day Care Cen- street signs
Glover, and Margaret Greenand post., one for Okinawa. He had suffered a
tense of Haynsworth as a "man ter.
field as hostesses.
She told about the various driving on revoked
one
of integrity and honor."
minor
license,
wound
in
the calf of his
skills, social acceptances, that for speeding
and disregarding leg prior to the other wounds. The Murray TOPS (Take Off
Cook sienaled the main thrust are being
Pounds Sensibly) Club will celetaught to the nine stop sign, one
for
unneceesary
of his case for Haynsworth, the students.
The Murray Marine volun- brate
She spoke of the ac- noise, one for
ite fourth anniversary on
failure to yield teered for the service on AukGreenville, S. C., judge, when
complishments and the goals right of way
to funeral, one for ust 1, 1968 and took his basic Tuesdai, October 14, at 7:30
he told a weekend news confer- of
the school. The school is reckless driving
p.m. at the Community Center
and one for training at Camp Pendleton,
ence
on Ellis Drive
sponsored by the Calloway public drunkenn
Umbra Prom
ess
and petty California. He left for Vietnam
" hope, gentlemen, that the
twr•at to nal
All aiembers, former memlarceny.
mental unfairness of At- (Continued
about
the
first
of
the
year
and
on Page Eight)
bers,
visitors
are
invited
to
te
was serving near Da Nang when
ting to establish a new
Scattered showers and a few
attend he open meeting o n
ical standard and apply it
he received his wounds.
Tuesday.
thunderstorms mainly west half
ctively is apparent to
Thomas is a graduate of Mur- The
today, continuing central and
cihib was organized four
ray High School in the class of years
east tonight and east Tuesday.
aito with twenty members
Cook contended the Senate
1968 and attended Murray State and
Mostly cloudy through Tuesmeats each Tuesday at sevcould only deal with the law—
University.
day. Turning cooler west Monen p.m. ,at the Community Cenwhich says a judge should disday afternoon and over t h e
ter. It
a national non-profit
qualify himself only if he had
state Tuesday. Highs today near
organization.
a "substantial" interest in a
70 west to 86 south-southeast
Persons desiring further inWigan and because of that inLows tonight mostly in the 50s
fon-natiol concerning the club
terest could not fairly judge the
west to the mid 60s southeast
are askeli to call 753-6538 or
Case."
435-5455A committee of the ArileriThe regular ladies day bridge
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
n Bar Association Sunday rewill be held at the Oaks CounKentucky — Temperatures
firmed its support for Haynstry Club on Wednesday.
Tuesday. through Saturday will
CIRCLES TO MEET
orth, who also won the approReva Shelton, phone 753average 4 to 8 degrees below
al of the Senate Judiciary Com3935, will be the hostess. All
normal west and 2 to 4 degrees
* * * *
Circles of the Women's Soittee last week.
members are urged to attend.
* * * *
below normal east. Cooler thr•
ciety
of Christian Service of
POSTHUMOUS AWARD — Mrs.
* * * *
ough the middle of the week
Joyce Sholer, wife of W.
the First United Methodis Edwin F.
O.
t
Sholar who died in military
A," * * *
eith
little change in temperaaction
in
Vietnam
Church
MEETS TONIGHT
this year, Is
will meet on Tuesday at pictured reeeiving her
• * * *
husband's medals, presented
by Col. F. W. tures the remainder of week.
WADESS
9
3
0
CLUB
ORO
a.
m.
as
follows:
Birdsong,
Maryleon
a
professor of Militery Science
>
Normal highs are 67 to 71 and
at Mirrray State UnlverSit
Freest with Mrs. Safi
The Suburban Homemakers
y.
Dodson, The medals were presented at the horn. of
Mrs. Sholar's parents, Mr. normal lows 43 to 51.
The Wadesboro Homemakers 300 North nth Street; Beetle and Mrs. Robert F.
ub will meet tonight (Mon•
Barnes, Star Route. Thursday
Mn. Gelefla Curd, president of Grove 126 Woodmen of
Total hinf..11 will average a•
morning. Medals
Club will m^et at the Triangle Tucker with Mrs. Heron West, presented wItrIlr the
y) at 7:30 p.m. at the home
the World, on the left, presents an American flag to the
Bronze Star. Purple Heart,
bout a half an incl. Showers
1301
New
Good Conduct
Inn with Mrs. Virgie Clark hosOlive Boulevard; Alice Medal; National Defense
Mrs. Holmes Dunn, 212
Hope Day Care Center. Mrs, Libby Inman, Nocher for
tess, on Wednesday, October Waters with Mrs. Donald Rob- Vietnamese Service Medal: Medal, Vietnamese Campaign ribbon; ending Tuesday A chance of
the
uth 12th Street
and the Aviator's Badge
center, accepts the RS..
hoe ers again by the end of
inson, 8B8 North 18th Street.
15, at one p.m.
he week
photo by Joe Hayden

Four Treated
At Hospital

Methodist Men To
Eight Flights Of B-52s Bomb Meet
On Wednesday
Cambodian Border Last Night

Breakins Are
Reported At
Lake Cabins

vie

Flag Given To
New Hope Day
Care Center Tires And
Wheels

Wash Jones Funeral
Held On Sunday

Stolen From Car

Moratorium Day Proclaimed
By Lindsey for New York City

Cook Leads
Debate On
Haynsworth

Lance Cpl. Thomas
Now Discharged
From Marines

Murity
.TOPS Club
Plans Open House

a

WEATHER REPORT

Ladies Day Bridge
Planned At Oaks

*
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

MOSCOW UPI - Lt, Col. Anatoly Filipchenko, commander
of the
Soviet Soyuz 7 space ship expected to help build the first space
station, commenting on his mission:
"I think our dream is coming true. We have been waiting
for
this moment for so long. We know the flight will be a success
."
NEW YORK - Former presidential aide Theociore
Sorensen commenting on Hubert H. Humphrey's support of President Nixon's
war policy:
"The position of a titular head means nothing and means
less
when the so-called titular head takes a' position diametri
cally opposed to almost every other leader in the party."
WASHINGTON - Vice President Spiro Agnew opposin
g Wednesday's Vietnam moratorium:
"I am not in favor of the moratorium because it is directed
as a
protest toward the President of the United States."

Hit Is No. I

NEW YORK, Oct. 11 (UPI) - The Temptations'
"I Can't Get Next to You" is
No. 1 in this week's national
survey of pop single records,
conducted by Billboard magazine. Ratings are based on
broadcast play and record
sales. The leaders:
1. "I Can't Get Next to
You," Temptations.
2. "Hot Fun in the Summer Time," Sly and Family
Stone.
3. "Sugar, Sugar," Archies.
4. "Jean," Oliver. 4
5. "Little Woman," Bobby Sherman.
6. "Suspicious Mind s,"
Elvis Presley.
7. "That's the Way Love
Is," Marvin Gaye.
8. "Wedding Bell Blues,"
Fifth Dimension.
9. "Easy to Be Hard,"
Three Dog night.
10. "Tracy," Cufflinks.
11. "I'm Gonna Make You
Mine," Lou Christie.
12. "This Girl's a Woman
Now," Gary Puckett and Union Gap.
13. "Baby It's You,"
Smith.
4. "Honky Tonk Women,"
Rolling Stones.
15. "Everybody's
T a 1kin'," Nilsson.

&
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100 Acre Site Selected For Marshall
County's New Central High School
A new central high schcx 1 for
Marshall County was included
in the plans for consolidation
of the school systems in marshall County. This came a step
nearer reality monday Oght
when the Marshall County
School Board voted to initiate
proceedings to option and purchase land for the new school.

LOCAT10 N Of

The site, selected by the
The site contains anestioiated
school board and recommended 100 acres and has access to both
by the state Board of education, Highway 641 and 68.
It was
Department of Building and recommended by the State DeGrounds, as the best possible partment of Education following
location for the school, is lo- a feasibility study as to the site
cated on Highway 641 approxi- Itself, the availability of utilimately one quarter of a mile ties, location of students and
south of Kings market at pre- safety. Another consideration
fenvIlle.
was the location's nearness to
major highways which would allow easier transportation of
HIGH SCHOOL
students.
'
Reed Conder, superintendent
of schools, said the site is centrally located and the size would
allow for any future expansion
'of school facilities. He noted
that consideration was given to
possible road construction in
the future and that as far as

can be determined, future construction would not interfere
with the school.
Total cost of the school and
land is estimated to be between
two and three million dollars.
The school will be for grades
9-12.
Mr. Conder said it is hoped
a vocational school can also
be built at the site in the near
future.
The approximate date for
completion of the school has
been set at three years from
now.
Since
by both
build a
to give

the land is bordered
641 and 68 plans are to
road through the site
access from both high-

The
this s(
as tar
are co
The
early r
last yo
catch-u
as the
the Cc
Wester
finally
League
bowing
the Sup
The
opening
year al
of Mt
week,
to con
face s
tonight
Philadel
Eagles
day sin(
Stadium
hosting
baseball

ways. Mr. Conder said the state
and the fiscal court have both
agreed to give assistance in
this project.
The Superintendent said a purchase agreement has not been
reached on the property at this
time.
The Marshall County School
Board is planning to visit new l)
constructed high schools in the
surrounding area in the near
future. One of these is the new
Christian County High School
In Hopitinsville which is having
open house this weekend. Others
are the new Henry County High
School, Paris, Term., and high
schools in Madisonville and
Henderson.

ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Monday, Oct. 13, the
286th day of 1969 with 79 to
follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The
morning
stars
are
Mercury, Venus, Jupiter and
Saturn.
The evening star is Mars.
On this day in history:
In
1775
the
Continental
Congress ordered construction
of a naval fleet, thus originating the United States Navy.

WSM-TV
Channel 4

LAC.Channel S
Channel
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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-GO Nowt *Mr.
,' Sots. News: Wthr ; Sports NewS, Wm( ; Silt.
30 My World, WelcOme Gunsmoke
Th• MusiC Scene
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Harold Robbins'
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°
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it4gS
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B urneS
ihrow Love Acrriericis
'
'
n
The Carol Burnett Show
Style
00
3° News; laW
1 thr ; Sots News; Wthri Sports
News, Wthr.; Seeds
10 •34 The Tonight Show Ti.. Mery Griffin Show Movie:
1I

1.

"CO rise Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show "Night and the
City"
-30
00
T onight She., The _Mery Grill. Show
Moyle
The
Mcvii:-.1-1>ey Bishop
,30 The Untouchables
The Joey Bishop Snow

1

The -mew

BiShoo Show

TM Joey BiSht..• Show
WASHINGTON - Secretary of State William P. Rogers
stating
TUESDAY otORNiNG PROGRAMS
President Nixon has de-escalated the Vietnam War:
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
"And if the enemy is responding to our de-escalatory moves, United States played host to
5 :10 Warship
Country Journal
In 179Z George Washington
00 Morning Show
In the way they seem to be, then it is possible that
Country Junction
laid the cornerstone of the
the war could 715,507 visitors from abroad
6
31 Mornino Show
Country Junction
MCHalt s
lust de-escalate until it sort of fades out."
during the first six months of
President's house, the first
.50 Todaz; Wthr.
Country Juncton
Sorb ShOw
-7
70
tenantrY
Junction
bore Show
I169, an increase of 13.4 per
public
building
erected in
:SO Today, Weather.
Captain )(engem
Bon - Show
8 .30
cent over the same period last
tees
Washington, D.C.
Captain Kanstatilw
Soto Show
:oo
it
Takes Two
The
Mike
Douglas
year, the Department of ComShow
LuCY She*
In 1933 Nazi Germany prom9 :30 Concentration
The Mike Douglas Show
His Said-Sho Sa d
merce reported. The overseas
ised Britain and France it
IC Sole of tho Century Andy
of MayLerry
Barbara Moore Show
10
,30
Hollywood
Soueres Love of life
LEDGER
TIMES FILE
Barbara
Moore Show
business and pleasure visitors
would
not
violate
Belgian
.00 Jeopardy
Where the Heart to
Bewitched
neutrality, a promise
spent an estimated $206.2 mil11 .30
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Colts Meet Eagles Tonight SERIES FACTS
In Crucial NFL Contest AND FIGURES

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

OVC CHAMPIQNS
Year Champion
OVC Overall
1948-Murray
3-1-0
91 u
Evansville
3-1-0
5-3-0
3-1-1
1949-Evansville
7-2-1
5-0-1
1950-Murray
7-2-1
1951-Murray
5-1-0
8-10
1952-Western Ky.
4-1-0
8-1-0
Tennessee Tech 4-1-0
9-1-0
1953-Tennessee Tech 5-0-0
7-4-0
1954-Eastern Ky.
5-0-0
8-0-1
1955-Tennessee Tech 5-0-0
7-3-0
1956-Middle Tenn.
5-0-0
7-2-0
1957-Middle Tenn.
5-0-0
10-0-0
1958-Middle Tenn.
5-1-0
8-20
Tennessee Tech 5-1-o
7-3-0

MONDAY - OCTOBER 13, 1969

Mets Even Series
With 2-1 Victory

Year Champion
OVC Overall
1959-Middle Tenn
5-0-1
90-1
Washington tripped St. Louis,
Tennessee Tech 5-0-1
3-17; Cleveland defeated New
NEW YORK (UP!)- Facts
6-2-2
rleans, 27-17; and New York and figures on the World
1960-Tennessee Tech 6-0-0
8-2-0
The shoe is on the other
Series:
foot dged Pittsburgh, 10-7.
1961-Ten
nessee Tech 6-0-0
7-3-0
this season and it fits just fine The Rams, after
Teams: New York Mets
taking a 13-7
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
as tough as his "lefthandece,
1962-East Tenn.
as tar as the Los Angeles Rams
4-2-0
7-3-0
e lead, found themselves (National League) vs. BaltiUPI Sports Editor
brigade. It got four of the Mets'
are concerned.
Eastern Ky,
4-2-0
6-3-0
ailing
the winless Forty more Orioles (A merican
six hits and both of their runs.
The Rams, after losing an iners, 31-13, with less
Morehead
4-2-0
NEW YORK (UPI)- The 1969
than League).
5-3-0
With two out and the bases
early season game to Baltimor ve minutes
left to play.
e
Middle Tenn.
World Series is all tied up empty, Hodges calmly ordered
4-2-0
6-4-Q
last year, were forced to
Length of Series: Best of
today heading for a third game second baseman Weis to shift
play oweve r, Roman Gabriel
1963-Western Ky.
7-0-0
9-0-1
catch-up, which they never did, capped a 78-yard drive
here in Mets-land Tuesday to the outfield, leaving only
by seven games.
1954-Middle Tenn,
6-1-0
as the Colts proceeded to
7-2-1
Results: First game: Baltiwin diving over for a Rain TD with
because a quiet guy named Gil three infielders. The move
the Coastal Division title,
1965-Middle Tenn.
7-0-0
10-0-0
the 4:55 left and Tommy Mason more 4, New York 1. Second
Hodges has turned into a virtually dared Robinson to try
Western Conference crown
1966-Morehead
6-1-0
successful, daring gambler.
and also scored for Los Angeles game: New York 2, Baltimore
7-2-0
for a single that would put the
finally the National Football from
one
yard out with
The Baltimore Orioles remain tying run on base. Actually,
I967-Eastern Ky.
5-0-2
7-1-2
League championship before two minutes remaining.
the betting favorites, 3-2, to win Robinson walked, so the shift
1968-Eastern Ky
7-0-0
8-2-0
bowing to the New York Jets in One-yard rims by Les Shy and
Schedule: Third, fourth and
the series, but Hodges and his didn't matter.
the Super Bowl.
Walt GarLson accounted for fifth games, Tuesday, Wednes4
New York Mets are laughing at
Weis, a former American
The Colts, after their season two Dallas touchdowns after day and Thursday at New
the odds once again after leaguer, was the surprise Met
opening loss to the Rams this the first eight minutes of play York, sixth and seventh games,
Sunday's 2-1 victory at Balti- hero. Before he came to bat,
year and a defeat at the hands and Craig Morton hit
more.
Lance If uecessary, Saturday and
Ed Charles and Jerry Grote
of Minnesota the following Rentzel with an
Big factors in that Sunday both singled with two out.
eight-yard Sunday at Baltimore.
week, are the ones now forced touchdown pass in the third
triumph were:
Weis and Charles, who scored
to come from behind and they quarter as the Cowboys
Odds: Orioles favored in third
- Hodges' decision to let Al the winning run, are members
had
face some more
pressure little trouble making Atlanta game, 13-10, and to win series,
Weis, a .215 hitter, tat with two of the "righthanded gang" of
tonight when they meet the their fourth victim.
3-2.
on and two out in the top of the the Mets.
Philadelphia Eagles. The ColtsGame Times: All times at 1
Minnesota's Mike Reilly came
ninth and the score tied. BanjoSo is Donn Clendenon, who
Eagles clash has set
h it ting Weis immediately smashed a homer
back one back to haunt his former p.m. EDT except Sunday at 2
in the fourth
day since Baltimore's Memorial Chicago teammates as he p.m. EDT.
spanked the first pitch by Dave inning for the
Mets' other run.
Stadium
was busy Sunday blocked a punt and recovered it
McNally for a single that drove
Set Down For Third
Attendance and net receipts:
hosting the second game of in the end zone for a touchdown
in the winning run.
All three, along with right
.F
irst
game, 50,429 and
baseball's World Series.
and the Vikings' first score in
Sticks
With
Righthanders
fielder Ron Swoboda, will set
Would Kill Hopes
their rout of the winless Bears. $503,189.81. Second game, 50,850
- Hodges' decision to stick down for the third
game when
Another loss would virtually The shutout was the Vikings' and $507,080.40.
with his "righthanded platoon" the Oriole pitcher
will be in
kill Baltimore's hopes for a first in their 116-game NFL
in the second game, even righthander,
Jim Palme r,
successful title defense as the history.
though it's not supposed to be against Mets' rookie
righthans
Rams applied another measure
Raises Record To 3-1
we're the better team- the
By ROB WISHART
der Gary Gentry. In their place
can
beat them."
coaching
of pressure Sunday by rallying
debut at Washington
Green Bay raised its record
Orioles are a great ball club.
Weaver said the Orioles lost will be Ken Boswell, Art
for a 27-21 victory over the San to 3-1 and remained tied with provided a rousing success as
BALTIMORE (UPI)- It was But we'll beat them."
Sunday
because the breaks Shamsky, Ed Kranepool, and
Curt
Francisco Forty Niners, their Minnesota
Knight
tied a club record a mighty big game for Ed
for the Central
Clendenon
hammered
a
went
against
them, "not Wayne Garrett. It was the
fourth victory without a loss.
Division lead as Bart Starr with four field goals and the Charles, at 36 the "old man" of fourth-inning homer for the
By DAN RIKER
because we're overconfident," lefties who swept Atlanta in the
In other NFL games, Dallas, connected for 40 and four-yard Redskins picked off five St. the brash
young New York Mets' first run. Charles had a
National League playoffs.
the only other unbeaten club, touchdown passes to Carroll Louis passes. Sonny Jurgensen Mets.
BALTIMORE (UPI) - Jim he quickly added before anyone
double that was wasted, then a
The Orioles came out of the
could
ask.
topped Atlanta, 24-17; Minneso- Dale in the Packers' win over passed for two Washington
And a pretty rood one, too. ninth-inning single on which he Palmer hopes to celebrate his
Fraltrit Robinson was forced to second game generally of the
ta shut out Chicago, 31-0; Green Detroit.
touchdowns with an 11-yard for the second oldest
24th
birthday
one
day
early
Met- 34, eventually scored the winning
opinion that Tom Seaver, whom
Bay downed Detroit, 28-17;
V tn c e Lombardi's home toss to Charley Taylor and an year-old Donn Clendenon. Be- run after singles by Jerry Tuesday by spoiling the New leave Sunday's game in the
they beat in the opener, is
ninth
inning
when
his
left
foot,
eight-yard
strike to Jerry tween them they had three of Grote and Al Weis.
York Mets' World Series debut
struck by a ball in batting tougher than Koosman.
Smith.
at
Shea
Stadium,
pitching
the Mets' six hits, scored both
In the last half of the nervous
the practice,
Brooks Robinson, who drove
began
to
swell.
of their runs, and teamed up on ninth, when the Orioles got two same way he did in 1966 when Although X-rays'
in the Orioles' only run with a
negaproved
Leroy
Kelly, the NFL's the clutch play that ended the mm on base with two out, he' became the youngest hurler .
tive, club officials didn't know seventh-inning single and contirushing champion the last two game.
Brooks Robinson hammered a ever to win a series game.
if he would be ready for nued to be a whirling dervish at
"I'll.
throw
seasons, showed he has recov- "We're going back to big tricky grounder to Charles. Just
mostly fastballs,
third base, said the Orioles are
Tuesday's game.
ered from a hamstring injury Shea Stadium now," declared for a second, Charles hesitated like 066, but I think I've got
going to win "because we're a,
remaine
ini
d
Orioles
The
by scoring two touchdowns in Clendenon after the Mets' 2-1 - considering whether to try to better control now," said the
Baltimore Sunday night arid' better balanced team."
the Browns' victory over the victory aver the Baltimore outrun pinchrunner Mery Ret- young Baltimore Oriole rightBut on Sunday, at least, quiet
bander who was 16-4 this year planned to travel to New Yorki
The University of Kentucky terback Bill Marston
Gil Hodges and his men once
and the Saints. The triumph enabled Orioles here Sunday in the tenmund
by
metrolin
morning.
A
er
this
to third base.
after sitting out nearly all of
Wildcats showed the oddsrnakers running of All-OVC
again upset somebody's batailback Lou- Cleveland to remain tied with second game of the World
Instead, Charles elected to the past two seasons with arm 2:30 p.m. practice at Shea
they're not to be underrated this is Rogan, the Eagles
lance.
dumped a New York for the Century Series. "And we're going to find throw to first
Stadium
was
schedule
d.
Clendeno
and
to
back
n,
weekend by upsetting Virginia visiting Austin Peay for
Division lead as the Giants kept some way to beat them.
miseries.
a 29-18
"This will be the first time
Tech, 7-6, to head a list of seven loss.
pace by downing the Steelers in "Don't get me wrong," added wh made an excellent catch,
Kentucky college focthell victorClendenon. "I'm not saying for the putout on Robinson to I've ever been in Shea. One
The only Bluegrass team to a dull, defensive struggle.
the game.
time a bus driver took the team
i.r. ,....- 7
go clown in defeat was Kentucky
That play by the baseball there by mistake but we didn't
Kuraticky fan.s have nine games State which lost to Bethune
trouper eventually meant more go inside," he said.
cheduled for the coming Satur- Coolunan 38-0, but then
Kenthe final outcome than
Oriole Manager Earl Weaver
with the big ones - Louisiana tucky State did get to
visit Dayseveral spectacular fielding said he thinks Palmer will be
versus Kentucky and Mar. tona Beach, Fla.
taking on Louisiana - at
Plays chiriae
-.gsUke by as tough as Mike Cuellar and
Georgetown visited Wheaton,
Orioles' third baseman Brooks Dave Merrally were here but
e.
and a highlight of the rip
Robinson, so far the outstanding that the Mets' Gary Gentry will
Saturday afternoon it will be was a 26-23 victory over Wheatbe easier to hit than were Tom
fielder of the series.
Kentucky State at Eastern Mich- on, and Eastern Kentucky
UnivClendenon noted that the Seaver and Jerry Koosman.
igan, Murray at Middle Tenness- ersity traveled to
By JOHN JEANSONNE
Murfreesboro
whipped Georgia Tech, 26-8; Orioles' defeat Sunday was
"The Mets have that to look
ee, Sewanee at Centre and Ten- for a 14-0 win over
Mon. - SIRLOIN STEAK, Reg. 1.69
UPI Sports Writer
Middle Te$1-49
No. 13 LSU blanked Miami of their first in modern times in forward to," Weaver said.
nessee Tech at Western.
nnessee.
Tue.
- RIBEYE STEAK, Reg. 1.59
Florida,
20-0;
No.
$1.39
14 Notre post-season play- after a fourThe
Orioles
seemed
Other college games schedulto
have
Washington's trip to Centre
Maybe Ohio State will show Dame smothered Army,
Wed - GROUND SIRLOIN, Reg. 1.39
45-0, game sweep of the 1966 series, new respect for the Mets after
ed Saturday night will include at Danville wasn't as enjoyabl
$1.29
e, some mercy if the rest of the and 16th-ranked Wyoming wal- a three-game sweep
of the New York's 2-1 victory Sunday
Eastern at Akron, Georgetown with the Missouri team
Thur.
FRIED
CHICKE
Reg.
N,
1.59
$1.39
football
world stages a mora- loped Texas-El Paso, 37-9.
sufferAmerican League playoffs, and but Brooks Robinson expressed
at Mars Hill, N. C., and More- ing a 30-12 setback.
Fri. -ALL THE FISH YOU CAN EAT
It was the torium this week.
$1.1111
Elsewher
e, Wisconsin broke victory in the opening game of the club's feeling when he said,
head at Youngstown.
same story for Southeast MisIt isn't likely.
an 18-game losing streak by this series.
"They're a good ball club and!
Rated a 6-point underdog coach souri at Murray, with Murray
LOCATED ON HWY. 641 NORTH
Though the Buckeyes cannot upsetting Iowa, 23-17;
San Jose
"Maybe they'll get used to respect them but we've got a
John Ray's Wildcats Saturday winning 34-14.
win the War of Roses (Big Ten State stunned
Next to Tom's Pizza Palace
Oregon, 36-34 it," he chuckled.
better balanced club and- we
showed they could bounce baekby
And at Northern Illinois State
Squeezing past Virginia Tech at at DeKalb, Ill., Western Kentuc- rules prohibit consecut
ive trips
Va.
ky came back with a 14-12 vic- to the Rose Bowl), they still
Dr 70 Grand Pr.., Bonneville. Executrye. Catalina GTO LeMans
Sport. LeMans. Tempest and Firebird
Pont,ac Motor Division
: Sophomore quarterback Bern- tory for its road game.
are eligible to repeat as
* Scurggs ran 17 yards for Kennational champions, and after
tucky's touchdown in the second PLAY TO TIE
Saturday's third consecutive
Tarter and Bobby Jones added
overwhelming
victory, they
NEW YORK (UP!)-. New
appear in the running for the
te needed margin to win by
York
and County Kilkenny Super Bowl as well.
the extra point.
played to a 14-14 tie Sunday in
Ohio State asserted its power
1 The Wildcats stopped every
the final leg of their World Cup early en route
to decimating
Virginia Tech drive for a touch- Hurling
championship at Gaelic Michigan aate, 54
-21-by scordown, forcing VPI to punt twice
Park.
ing the first three times
for its six points.
New York won the title in the Michigan State had
the ball.
With Louisville idle, the spottwo-game total points series Mark Debevc scored
on a 17light was on Morehead and the
based on last week's 22,10 yard interception return
and set
liagles came through. Directed
triumph. The final aggregate up Rex Kern's one-yard
plunge
by the passing of senior quarscore was 36-24.
with a fumble recovery, and
Larry Zelina returned a punt 73
yards for a touchdown to give
the Buckeyes a 20-0 lead in the
opening minutes.
Four Ranked Teams Beaten
While the Buckeyes continued
their destruction, four ranked
teams were beaten for the first
time.
By FRED McMANE
Second-ranked
beat Miami, .21-14, and Buffalo
Texas prot
UPI Sports Writer
whipped
Boston
23-16, in duced a lethal passing attack to
go with its famed ground game
Saturday night games.
The road to the American
Oakland also was victimized and knocked off eighth-ranked
Football League championship
by bad weather but got three Oklahoma, 27-17, junior quarterGni be awfully slippery when touchdow
n passes from Daryle back Archie Manning passed
*et.
Lamonica to remain unbeaten Mississippi to a 25-17 upset of
The Houston Oilers found that
seventh-ranked Georgia, MichiIn five games.
out Sunday when a heavy rain
Joe Namath hit George Sauer gan
surprised
ninth-ranked
caused them endless problems
with a 14-yard scoring pass and Purdue, 31-20, and previously
at
City and helped the
scored once himself on a one- winless Vanderbilt shocked No.
to a 24-0 victory which
C
yard sneak in pacing the Jets' 15 Alabama 14-10.
the Oilers out of sole
Third-ranked Southern Calitriumph. Paul Crane, a lineession of first place in the
backer, also tallied for the Jets fornia, using running back
ican
Football League's on
a 12-yard run with a blocked Clarence Davis' 198-yard perern Division.
punt while Emerson Boozer formance as a primary weapon,
The only touchdown Kansas
gained 129 yards rushing in the survived Jim Plunkett's passing
City needed came early in the
best
ground-gaining
perfor- to nip Stanford, 26-14; No, 4
first quarter when Houston
Penn State used its defense to
mance of his career.
punter Roy Gerela fumbled the
John Hadl threw touchdown blunt previously unbeaten West
wet tall on his own two-yard
passes of 40 and 26 yards to
line and the Chiefs' Bob Stein
Gary Garrison in the second ”irginia, 20-0; and No. 5 Arkanrecovered, setting up a twoPontiac Bonneville. For people who really dig luxury. But agree that bertIg big is no excuse for
quarter to spark San Diego's sas, stalled for three periods
yard TD run by Mike Garrett.
inspired
by
Baylor,
finally
broke
being clumsy.
victory
over
Miami. The
The shutout was the first
Chargers, winning for the third loose for a 21-7 victory.
You see, these ae the people we built our '70 Bonneville for.
ever suffered by Houston in its
Sixth-ranked Missouri pinned
time in Live games, handed the
six seasons in the AFL, and the
There's .so much luxury our upper-crust competitors have started a pout-in.
winless Dolphins their fourth Nebraska in its own territory
Pontiac's
loss dropped th Oilers into a
loss in five games.
most of the game and Terry
hidden
radio antenna Endura protection on the sides and rear. Steel beams in the doors.
first place tie with the New
The
Preston Rtdlehuber, a taxi McMillan's two TD passes gave
York Jets. Kansas City boosted
plushest interior ever.
squad member who was acti- the Tigers a 17-7 decision while
its record to 4-1 and remained a
vated when recurrent head- No. 10 ucLA rode halfback
Yet Bonneville has all the performance of a 360-hp. 455 V-8, firm suspension
hilf-game behind Oakland in
and Wide-Track
aches forced 0. J. Simpson out Greg Jones' three touchdowns
stance
the Western Division.
of the lineup, fired a v15-yard to a convincing 46-14 victory
Oakland whipped Denver, 24- TD
Sound like your sort of thing? See your friendly Pontiac dealer. He knows
pass to Haven Moses with over Washington State,
what's happening
14. an& New York defeated five
Other Games
minutes left to snap a 16-16
Cincinnati, 21-7, in the only
In other games involving
tie and give Buffalo its victory.
tiller Sunda} ',aim; San Diego
ranked teams, No. 11 Tennessee
By STU CAMEN
UPI Sports Writer

1.

SPORTS

"Old Men"Of The Mets Have Palmer Hopes
Good Day On Bases Sunday To Celebrate
Birth Early

UK Urets VPI7-6; Murray
State Tops Southeast Mo.

it

GRECIAN
Steak House

Buckeyes on Road to Second
National Title; Vandy Wins

* SPECIALS *

llacksburg,

rvous Tension

mg
._ 130 mg

!ticking

DRUGS

t3-1231

Chiefs Knock Oilers From
First Place With 244 Win

sr

This is the way it's going to be.
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Pontiac's new Bonneville
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MONDAY — OCTOBER 13. 1969
.11•-

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Monday, October 13
The WMU of the Blood River
Baptist Association will have its
leadership conference for leaden of the WMU and Sunbeam
Bands at the First Baptist
Church, Murray, from nine am
to two p.m. Each is to bring a
sack lunch with drinks and dessert being furnished by the host
church. The Nursery will be
open.
•••
Mrs. Ruth Weeks opened her nice Grubbs, and
Yanclall WraThe South Pleasant Grove home for the meeting of the ther. Fourteen
members were
Homemakers Club will meet at New
The Town and Country HomeConcord
Homemakers present.
the home of Mrs. Viola Mc- Club held on Wednesday, OctoIt was announced that the makers Club held its monthly
Delta Department members of the Murray
meeting on Thursday, October
Reynolds at one pm.
ber 8, at ten o'clock in the November 12th meeting
Woman's
at one
Club
hoard Mrs. Don Keller, center, speak at the
• ••
morning.
Charl
es
dinner
p.m. will be held at the home 2, at the home of Mrs.
meet
ing
Tues
on
DEAR ABBY: In the 25 years "Tiny" and
day.
On
her
right is Miss Ruble Simpson,
Moffett with Mrs. Robert WarThe lesson on "Casserole of Mrs. John Wells
The Calloway County GeneI have been
.
chai
rman
of
married, he has gained and lost the same
the program committee, and her left is
Mrs.
90 pounds at least alogical Society will meet at Cooking" was presented by Mrs. Officers for the year 1970 ren serving as co-hostess.
five times.
Mrs. Bobby Grogan, president, J. D. Rayburn, chairman of the Delta Department. Mrs. Kelthe home of Mrs. Charlie Stub- Rainey Lovins who had prepar- are Mrs Stubblefie
ld, president;
ler
is
gener
al
presi
dent
calle
of
the
Woma
meet
blefield at 1:90 p.m.
d the
Each time Tiny has a weight loss
ing to order.
ed three different casserole Miss Mary Montgome
n's Club.
he is so proud, be
ry, vice•••
The minutes and treasurer's redishes to be served along with president; Mrs. T.
treats himself to a new wardrobe. But
R.
Edwa
he doesn't wear it long
rds,
versi
ty School. Reports from
port were read and approved.
The GOMM& Gamma chapter refreshments by Mrs. Weaks. secretary-treasurer; Mrs.
because he puts the weight back in
tono time
previ
ous board meetings were
Memb
contr
Stubb
Charl
Mrs.
ers
fill
ibute
of
lefie
Beta
ie
to
d
ld, man Bailey, recreation;
Sigma Phi will meet at
He has two closets filled with practicall
Mrs.
given by Mrs. Graves Hendon
y brand-new suits the Community Cent
er at 7:90 president, presided. Mrs. W. T. John Wells, issues and con- ten Red Cross ditty bags which
to fit a 160-pounder, a 190-pounder,
and Mrs. Matt Sparkman.
a 220-pounder, and right p.m.
had been made by the club.
Kingins gave the devotion read- cerns; Mrs.
W. T. Kingins, culnow he is wearing suits to fit a
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher. chair250-pounder—because that's
•••
ing a poem "How Big Is Man" tural developm
ent.
Mrs. Grogan announced a The Delta Department of the man of the Cancer
what he weighs!
committee
and asking the group to repeat
Chai
rman
for
selec
wool
Murr
Woma
conte
lesso
ted
ay
n's Club launched reported that Dr. Prue Kelle
st which will be
ns
The Mettle Bell Hays Circle The Lord's Prayer in uniso
When I tell him I want to give away
),
n.
some of those suits
are
Mrs.
Loui
se Patterson, clo- held at Trigg County High Its club year with a dinner supplied free servi
of the First United Methodist The minutes and
he's had hanging in his closet for
ce in the
roll call thing and textile; Mrs.
15 years, he blows his top. I
Scho
meet
ol
ing
Tues
Nove
on
Noel
eveni
day
Chur
mber
ng,
Octoch
15.
WSC
S
will meet at the were by Mrs. T. R. Edwards
treatment of a cancer patient
think it's a crime to let perfectly
Smith, food, nutrition and
good suits hang there when
The annual meeting of Home- ber 7, it the club house. Mrs. with the machine
social hall at 7:90 p.m.
somebody could get some use out
and the landscape notes were by health; Mrs.
newly pur
of them. The same goes for
John Livesay, makers' Clubs will be held on Don Keller, president of the chased by
•• •
the Delta Depart.
Mrs. Ruth Weeks.
shirts and shoes. What do you
home
mana
geme
think?
nt; Mrs. Rich- Ocotber 30, in Fulton, Kentucky. Murray Woman's Club, was the ment. She
The Bethany Sunday School Visitors were Mesdames June
TINY'S WIFE
also announced that
ard James, family life; Miss
The lesson on "Casserole guest speaker.
Class of the First Baptist Banks, Lottie Farris, Alva
donations in memory of canDEAR WIFE: I'm with you.
Maud Nance, home furnishings Cookery" was given by
Call the GOODWILL
Miss
Ruby
Simp
chai
son,
Mrs. C.
Church will meet at the home Thompson, John Beggio, Gene
rman cer patients were being recei
INDUSTRIES and let them
vand housing.
pick up Tiny's "outgrown"
W. Jones. Mrs. Donald Story of the program committee, in- ed into
of Mrs. E. P. Heater at seven Carson. Harold Henderson, Euwardrobes. Their resale shop
the Cancer Fund.
s put money back into the
taught members haw to make troduced Mrs. Keller who spoke
Three names for membership
Other chairman are Mrs. CurGOODWILL organization whos
on "Informed and Involved in the
e policy it is to employ the
tice Cook, handicraft; Mrs. Rai- macrame belts.
Delta Department were
handicapped, and teach them
for
1
539
Hoste
Club
Wome
sses
n".
serve
She
refr
d
to recondition furniture,
urged club tabled thus bringing
eshments
The Cordell. Erwin Circle of
ney Loving, music; Mrs. T. R.
the total
appliances, and clothing, thus
follo
memb
wing
ers
the meeting.
to enrich their own members to
the South Pleasant Grove Unitbecoming employable, selfThere are about 371,390 Edwards, publicity; Mrs.
62. The secretary,
W. D. The next meeting
respecting wage earners. Now
will be lives, as well as those of the Mrs. Helen Bennett, repor
ed Methodist Church WSCS away-from-home eating es- McCuiston, 4-H Club.
if that isn't more important
ted 44
than hoarding clothes [that
acquainting members in
by
will meet at the church at sev- tablishments in the U.S. toare going out et style anyway] I
Leaders who will attend the held on November 6 at the community
attendance.
them
home
don't know what Is
selv
of
es
Mrs.
with
C. Dale Lemons.
and participaten p.m.
•••
day, or about one eating training meetings and teach the
Members and guests in at- ing in the community and state
•• •
place for every 539 people. information at the club meettendance were Mrs. Joseph programs of social significance. Menu Memo
The Sigma Department of Besides restaurants, the ir.gs are as follows:
DEAR ABBY: This is to "FA
ITHFUL READER" who
Hendon, Mrs. Don Fuqua, Mrs. She spoke of the many prothe Murray Woman's Club will count includes food services
January, "Glamorous Window
thinks he is possibly the oldest
Traditional American style
Kenneth Ramsey, Mrs John grams of KFWC in which the
person ever to write to Dear
have an open meeting at 7:30 in drug store
Abby .
menus are offered by 40%
s, bars, hotels, Shades", Mrs. Charlie Stubble. Fortin, Mrs.
local
clubs participate.
Ronald Geenent,
p.m. at the club house. Hostels- departmen
t and variety field and Mrs. Louise Patterson. Mrs. Howard Giles
You say you will be 81 in Sept
Delta members were praised of the restaurants in the
, Mrs. John
ember? Well, I was 91 in
es will be Mesdames Joe Hal stores, plan
February, "Self Defense for
ts,
insti
August, so stop your bragging,
tutio
ns
Bartholomy, Mrs. E. C. Wallin, for their successful work with U.S. Foreign foods are feaSpann, Chad Stewart, Bill Thuryoung fellow. I have written
Women", Mrs. Richard James
and charitable places.
to Dear Abby several times
Mrs.
Charles Hinds, Mrs. Don- the Cancer Association of Cal- tured by 11%; steaks, seaman, Virgil Harris, and John
over the years and listen to her
and Mrs. W. T. Kingins.
on CBS radio nearly every
ald Story, Mrs C. W. Jones, loway County. Housewives were food, chicken and other limPurdom. A discussion on humorning.
March, "Designs That Flatter
ited menu selections are
Your story on how your
man relations is scheduled.
You", Mrs. John Wells and Mrs. Mrs. Robert Warren, Mrs. Jules requested tc college General
mother discouraged unbidden
offered by 18%. The remainHarcourt, Mrs. Bobby Grogan, Mills food stamps to be appli
•• e
guests reminded me of a
Thomas Herndon.
ed
similar experience. We had
Meat Outpaces Men
ing 31%. serve mainly sandMrs. Chorles Moffett, Mrs. Rob- to the cost of equipment
a
The Theta Department of the
beautiful cherry tree which
used
April, "Updating Outside the
bore delicious fruit. One day
ert
Hopk
ins,
World meat production .is Home", Mrs. Maud
a Murray Woman's Club will meet
Mrs. Jack McDo- in the treatment of kidney wiches and refreshments.
city friend, learning of the
Nance,
cherries, exclaimed, "0, bow at the club
nough, and Mrs. Dennis Piontek. disease.
house at 7:90 p.m. increasing faster than world
May, "History Of Our Heritwonderful! I am coming out
to get some."
•••
A devotion, "Belonging" from
popu
Rev.
Step
lati
Masa
hen
on. There was an in- age In ,Purchase Area", Mies.
. Jr., will
flk
"Fine," said my wife. "We
sell them to help pay off the speak on "Morality and
Paul S. McElroy, was given by Crowded World Coming?
crease of 2.6c,'", in meat pro- pin Montgomery.
mortgage."
Mrs. Harry Sledci, chaplain.
Media". Hostesses will be
duction in 1968 while in the
June, "Craft", Mrs. W. D.
World population is growThe lady never came. Since
The department chairman,
dames Lee Tinsley, John Nance, same period human popu
rely yours,
la- McCuiston.
ing about 2 per cent per year.
Mrs.
J.
AN "M D." IN WASHIN
Wayn
D.
Darne
e
Rayb
ll. Names will tion figures increased 2.0'1
urn, presided Regi
September, "Finishes end
GTON, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
onal growth varies from
.
Craw- and reported that two tickets
tabled.
Fabrics and Fibers", Mrs. Ruth ford retu
DEAR "M. D.": Thank you
less than 1 per cent for Eurned home Thursday to the Comm
• •.
for your wane letter. I see
unit
Week
y
conce
s.
Eati
rt
ng-O
ut Appetite
from Detroit,
by your signature that you are
rope to over 3 per cent for
The Suburban Homemakers
a doctor. You meld make
October, "Kentucky Laws Af- visited her Mich., where they would be given, as in the past,
me
give up eating apples.
Latin America. Fastest growsister, Mrs. Allen to two high schoo
It requires 34 billion fecti
Club will meet with Mrs. Holl students.
ng Property," Mrs. John Lindsey who
ing country is Costa Rica
is seriously ill in For this year they
mes Dunn, 212 South 13th pounds of food annually to Livesay.
were
to
be
a
hospital there.
satisfy the American pub
Srteet, at 7:30 p.m.
DEAR ABBY: The other night
given to students from the Uni- where there are 6 births foi
my husband and I were
•• •
tic's eating-out appetite The
every death
invited to his mother's hous
e for supper. My husband'
food servica Loassatry woes
s
brother and his wife were also
Timidity. October 14
invited and they were there
almost 20% of all the food
when we arrived. My
mother-in-law had the table set
The Grace Wyatt Circle of produced in
with
the United
her good china and silver.
the First Presbyterian Church States.
Just as we were about to
will
with
meet
Mrs.
sit down, my sister-in-law
got kins at 9:30 am. Rex Hawan emergency type telephone
call, and she and her husb
Expenses Esculate
and
•• •
had to leave without eating.
Of every dollar )f gross
The Progressive HomemakAll of a sudden the good dishe
s and silver disappeared,
ers Club will meet with Mrs. farm income in 19E8, about
and ON went the chipped, old
everyday stuff!
Raymond Nall, 704 Main Street, 71 cents went for expenses
I felt like I'd been slapped
in the face. If you had been
of production. The total
at seven p.m.
in
my place, what would your
of
feelings have been? Sign this
• ••
nearly $36 billion for farm
. ..
The
prod
Lynn
uction expenses last
Grove Homemak"NOBODY"
ers Club will meet at the home year, rose from $35 tilli
DEAR NOBODY: I'd proba
on in
bly have felt like "dis
of Mrs. Clifford Miller at one 1967: $25 billion
appearing" with the "good dishe
in 1957-59.
s and silver."
p.m.
•••
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NO SAIN
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
T" IN SAINT JOSEPH,
MISSOURI: I'll say you're
Order of the Eastern Star will are urged to attend.
net. Your letter reminded
me of
the prayer St. Augustine
•••
meet at the Masonic Hall at
addressed to heaven when
be
was
a
young man: "0, Lord, make
The
Pott
7:30
erto
p.m.
wn Homemakers
me chaste—but not yet."
•••
Club will meet at the Holiday
Everybody has a problem.
Groups of the WMS of the Inn at ten a.m.
What's years? For a
reply write to Abby,
•••
personal First Baptist Church will meet
Box 49700, Los Angel
es,
Cal. NM, and as follows: I with
enclose a stamped,
The
Tau
Phi
Lambda sororMrs. Noel
self-addressed envelope.
Melugin at 9:30 a.m.; U with ity will have a luncheon at the
Colon
ial House Smorgasbord at
Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a.m.;
III with Mrs. Fred Gingles at 12 noon in honor of Founders
2:30 p.m.; IV with Mrs. H. C. Day.
•••
Chiles at two p.m.
•• •
A practice of officers of MurThe wedding of Miss Shirley
The Bessie Tucker Circle of ray Assembly No. 19 Order of
in and }ace.
Jean Jones of Murray and Tom
the First United Methodist the Rainbow for Girls will be
The groom was served by
my Carpenter were solemnized
his Chur
ch WSCS will meet at the held at the Masonic Hail from
in a candlelight service Satur- brohter-in-law, Junior Bowman, home
of Mrs. Heron West at 3:30 to five p.m.
as beat man.
day, September 27 at seven ?:30
a.m.
For
her
daughter's wedding
thirty o'clock in the evening in
•• •
Thursday, Onstber 16
the sanctuary of Pleansant HUI Mrs. Jones chose a blue knit
The University School
The Murray Branch of the
sheat
h
dress
with
PTA
black
Pentecostal Church, Canton.
acces- AAU
W will meet at the home will have a potluck dinner at
NORMAN LUBOFF CHOIR, THIRTY VOIC
Rev. Dennis Carpenter, father sories and her flowers were
E ENSEMBLE. America's Best Loved Vocal
of Mrs. S. N. Materna°, 1602 6.30 p.m. in the school cafeGroup. March 11, 1970.
of the groom, officiated, using white carnations. Mrs. Carpenteria
.
An
Keen
eian
open
ter,
d
Drive, at 7:30 p.m
mother of the groom, wore
house of the
the double ring service.
new building will follow
a two-piece dress of beige
Miss Beth Broach and
the
Mrs. Ef- dinner.
The bride is the daughter of
BIRGIT FINNILA, SWED
lace
ISH CONTRALTO.
Acclaimed in Europe
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones of over taffeta with matching ac. fie Kemp will lead the discuss
"Amo
•
•
ng The World's Outstandin
•
and Engian,4
cesso
ries
and her flowers were
g Singers". Washington
Cadiz, and the groom is the son
Bogie
Post. December 11,
s
Nigh
ion
white
t
on
"The Disparity Between
meeting of the
carnations.
1969.
of Rev. and Mrs. Dennis CarpenBusiness and Professional
Affluence and Poveryt".
Woter of Crawfordville, Fla.
men'
s Club has been postp
•••
Following the ceremony the
onMEMBERS OF MURRAY CIVIC MUSI
t'or the occasion the altar reception was held
The Almo Elementary School ed.
C ASSOCIATION ALSO MAY
in the
ATTEND THE FOLLOWING
•
was banked with palms inter church fellowship
•
•
PTA
will meet at the school at
CONCERTS. .
hall with
spersed
The
with
Miss
Paris
June Carr, cousin of the seven p.m. This will be open
candlelabrum
District Susannas
PADUCAH:
holding burning tapers, and bride, in charge of
will
meet with Mrs. Samu
the guest house and all parents are urged
el R.
MARTIN:
. baskets of pink carnations register.
Dodson of Murray.
to attend to visit their
Oct. 30 — National Ballet
chil
• ••
Family pews were marked with
Assisting with the hospitality dren's classrooms and teach
Jdn -.- National
ers.
-• satin ribbon.
Shakespeare Company
The Home Departme
•••
were Mrs. Wesley Hibbs, Miss
Des. 1 -- Ma Si Kwong &
nt of the
Tung
Kwon
g
Mrs.
Murr
Kwon
Patricia Culbert of blur- Patricia Schneider, Miss Kay
ay Woman's Club
g
The Billy Graham film,
,
Feb
17 - Wayfarers (Voc
"The
will
..• ray presented a program of nup- Underhill, Miss
al)
Jan. 26 -- Canadian Opera
Melva Dean Heart Is A Rebel", will be meet at two p.m. at the club
Company
tial music.
house with Rev. Norm
Underhill and Miss Christine shown at the Poplar
an CulSprin
Othe
gs
r
Concerts To Be 'Announc
Lighting the candles were Mitchuscm.
pepper as the speaker.
Feb. 15 — Joyce Jones
Baptist Church at seven
ed
Hostess(Organist)
p.m. es will
-; Dewey Jones and Roger Lilly
The public is invited to
be
Mesd
ames
,
John
Live.
atten
d.
PARI
S:
say, Virgie Clark,
cousins of the bride.
•••
For traveling the bride
Frank Holwore
comb, Jewell Parks,
Given in marriage by her a suit of white wool
with cranHumphNov. 17
Cumberland Trio (Instrumenta
;• father the bride wore a floor berry checks and
reys Key, and E. R.
l)
used matchWednesday, Ocetber IS
• • • Hagen.
length A-line gown of peau de ing accessories She
The
pinned the
Elm
Grov
Mar.
e
2
Rae
Shan
Bapti
non
•:sole overlaid with Mencon lace. corsage from her
st
(Pianist)
Temple Hill Chapter No.
wedding bou Church WMS will meet at
311
the Order of the Eastern
Her chapel length train of the quet at her shoulder.
church at 7:30 p.m. for
Star
will
the mis- meet at the
lace attached at the
sion study directed by
Masonic Hall at
Mrs. W. 7:30 p.m.
back. Her three-tiered veil of
The couple now reside in Ta:- A Farmer.
•
illusion was attached to a crown Iahassee, Fla., where
••
CAMPAIGN HEADQU
•••
Mr. Car.
ARTERS:
of sequins and she carried a penter is continuing
The Delta Omega
A tea for all new
his trainchapt
er
of
NAME
and old Kappa Delta
BANK OF MURRAY
cascade arrangement of white ing at the Technicial
Pi will have a
Center members of the Welcome
Wag- workshop social
carnations and lace tied with there, and Mrs. Carpe
in Room 134,
nter, is on Newcomers Club will
753-3327
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
be
satin streamers ending in love employed at Tallahasse
ADDRFSS
Education
Building, Murray
e Me- held at the home of Mrs.
Adult
Doris
Memb
- knots.
State
ersh
ip
morial Hospital.
Unive
rsity
, at 5:30 p.m.
Rose,. Keeneland Drive
$10 00
, at ten
•••
Miss Helen Jones, sister of
A 1966 graduate of TCHS, a.m. Mrs.
CITY
Students
Linda Adams and
ZIP
the bride, was maid of honor Mrs. Carpenter received
PHONE
$ 5.00
Friday, October 17
h e r Mrs. Rose are hostesses.
The Senior Citizens
and wore a floor leqgth gown practical nurse's training at
Family Plan
•••
Club will
Adult
Memb
ersh
Encl
ips
osed
$25.00
Is My Check For:
at $10.00 Each
meet at the Commurit
of shell pink chiffon and her Western Baptist Hospital
in St. Leo's Cooperative Nury Center
•
at 11 a.m, to go to
Paducah and prior to her mar sery School
Stude
nt
Admi
ssio
Memb
n
ersh
the
ips
to
et
Kenl
Mothers will meet Park
WOO Each
ake
Concerts by
flowers ','re pink carnations. riage was empl
pavillion for a sack
oyed at the Mur at the Comrdunity
Season Membership
lunCenter, Ellis cheon
Her headpiece was of pink sat- ray-Calloway Coun
Only
Family Plan at $25.00
before taking a boat
ty Hospital. Drive, at 7 30 p m. All
•
trip
Make Checks Payable to Murray Civic
mothers on Kentucky
No
Music
single tickets sold to
Lake.
individual concerts.
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'Tiny' hoards his
old clothes!
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New Concord Homemakers Announces To
wn And Country
Officers And Leaders For Coming
Year Homemakers Meet
At Moffett Home

By Abigail Van Buren

Delta Department
Opens Club Year
With Dinner Meet

PERSONALS

Murray State University
Murray Civic Music Association

INVITES EVERYONE TO BE
COME A MEMBER FOR TH
E
*
1969-70 SEASON
*

Miss Shirley Jean Jones Becomes Bride
Of Tommy Carpenter In Ceremony

* PLUS A THIRD MAJOR AT
TRACTION TO BE AN
NOUNCED!! *

JUST CALL 753-3327

Annual Membership Campaign: Monday
, Oct. 13 - Friday, Oct. 17
Application For Membership - 1969-7
0 Season
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4-H Members Enjoy Trip To
California And Disneyland
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Fall Planting
Can Be Right
For Roses

Census — Adults .... 102
Census — Nursery ... 5
Admissions, October 9, 1%9
Mrs. Linda Witherspoon, 1104
By Judy Kelso
rant, Laffites Silver Shop, Mlle. Mulberry, Murray; Mrs. Ruth
Todd, 506 North lat Street, MurLast summer a group of 4-H Antoinettes' Parfumerie and others. In Adventureland you could ray; Miss Lorene Falwell, Rt.
Club members from Ventura
Co6, Murray; Mrs. Shirley Burunty California made a round go on the Big Game Safari, Jung- keen,
1398 Johnson, Murray;
There's a springtime sort of
over-land tour of the United Sta- le River Cruise, Swiss Family Mrs.
Anna Lassiter, 1003 Fair- pleasure this seaso
Treeh
ouse,
Tike
n of the year
tes with the Purchase Area
Room, Far East lane, Murra
in
y; John Taylor, Rt. for gardeners who discover that
Kentucky being their mid-point. Imports, Magic Carpet and oth- 5, Murray;
Mrs. Ann Hatcher, autumn is a good time to begin
While they were here for one ers, In Fantasyland you could see 40834 North
8th Street, Mur- growing robes. Wherever winAlice
in
Wonde
rland
week they stayed in various club
,King Arthur ray; Miss Kimberly McCoa
rt, ter temperatures rarely go beCarro
usel,
Peter Pan Flight, Sl- Route 4, Murra
member's homes in the area.
y; Mrs. Beatrice
In Calloway County these 4-H eeping Beauty Castle, Mad Hatter Stone, 203 Maple, Murray; Baby low zero, fall planting Is right
for roses of most types.
and Tinkerbell Toy Store. In
'exchanges stayed in the
Boy Morley, 207 South 11th St.,
homes
The American Association of
you could see Murray; Mrs. Zula James
of Aileen Palmer, tleverly rcog- Tomorrowland
, Rt. Nurserymen has provided some
ors, Lyn Dunn, and Judy Kelso. Goodyear People Mover, Matter- 1, Hazel; Mrs. Lula Robertson, sugge
stions on the subject
Their promise to the Purchase horn Bobsleds, McDonnell Doug- 409 North 6th Street, Murray; which
will contribute to the
las
Flight
to the moon, Rocket Mrs. Estella Hodges, Route
Area 4-H'ers was that they would
1, success of the planting and the
be hosts to the Kentuckians on a Jets, Submarine Voyage, the Spa- Puryear, Tenn.; Herbert Broach, future beauty of the plants.
ce Bar, General Electric Carou c/o Mrs. Era
similar visit.
Childers, Puryear,
Choose the location of the
This year the Purchase Area sel of Progress, Coca-Cola Tom- Tenn.
rose bed with care, advise the
orrow
land Terrace and others.
4-H Club members fulfilled their
Dismissals
nurserymen. Put the roses
Mrs. Mae Wrye, 803 Story, where yotr can see them frepart of the exchange trip. There In the Main Street Division you
could
go
to
the
Disneyland City Murray; Miss Barbara Bond, quently, enjoy them intimately,
were 2.1 members and 3 leaders
who left the Airport at Paducah Hall, ride the Fire Engine. Visit Hester Hall Box 8078 MSU, and care for them convenienton August 5 and were to arrive with Mr. Lincoln in great mom- Murray; Mrs. Lavada Phillips, ly. Plant them as far as possible
back in Paducah in the afternoon ents in history, ride horseless 1000 Poplar, Murray; Kenneth from any big shrubs or trees.
of August 13. Everyone that had carriage, Main Street Cinema, Thurmond, ftoute 5, Murray; Roses need privacy, because
ra. Joy Maddox, Route 3, Par- they just can't compete with
hosted a California 4-H Club the shops and others.
is, Tenn.; Mrs. Sheryl Farmer other roots for the moisture
member could not attend, so I
The host family I stayed with nd baby boy, Cottage
Grove; and food they need to survive.
was the only fortunate member were
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Fisher Raymond Bailey, Route 9,
Roses like the sunlight for
from Calloway County that partBoa
of Santa Susana. I was treated 176, Benton; Jessie Wallis
, 50C about six hours — at least for
icipated.
as a member of the family and South 6th Street, Murray;
Mrs. half the day. Morning sun
The group arrived in Los Ang- was
assigned duties just like Lula Buchanan, Route 6, Mur- seems best, and some types of
eles, California on the night of their
three teenage daughters. ray; Tommie Key, Route 7, roses burn or bleach under hot
A 170-POUNDER—Charley Swingle has
August 5 and there we met the
to use a cart to
The Fishers took me to a USO Murray; Jeff Shroat, 40'7 So afternoon sun.
Somebody figured it would be good for
move his 170-pound pumpkin aroun
families with whom we would statio
150 pies. With a
d in Zanesville, Ohio.
n near Santa Susana, Malibu 6th Street, Murray.
The
plant
face
ing
it would scare the daylights out
hole
shoul
d
be
stay. All of the 4-H members Beach,
of
a
kid
on Halloween.
to China Town, Olivera
13 to 18 inches wide for each
from Kentucky did not stay in Stree
t, the Movieland Wax Musrose
plant,
even
if
the
roots
The Pilgrims actually landed
the same part of Ventura Coun- eum
of the Stars by Capitol ReThe Hawaiian Islands were
don't look as though they re- at what is
Some of the world's largest
ty, but we were dispersed throu- cords
The U.S.S. Nautilus, on
, Hollywood Bowl, the Sunquire that much space. T h e on Cape Provincetown, Mass., annexed by the United States oil refineries
are in Texas, lo- Aug. 3, 1958, became the
Cod
ghout the county.
befor
e
arrivi
ng
at
set Strip, the Dodger Stadium,
first
depth of the hole should be Plymo
in 1898.
cated around Beaumont, Port ship to cross
uth Rock.
Since Ventura is about as large Holly
the North Pole
just enough to bring the bud
wood and Vine, Universal
* * *
Arthu
r,
Houst
on
and
as the Purchase Area it is not Studios,
Texas
4 * *
City. beneath the Arctic ice. •
union (the bulge where t he
and other places of inta..
surprising that we visited var- erest
a..
The cranberry crop in Massa. The trip was not all places
main
starts
about
stem
level
)
NEW
YORK UPI - When 53ious types of homes.Some stayed of intere
The total length of the Pacific
Vermont has 233,463 acres chusetts is the largest in the
with the surface soil.
st but learning some of year-old Harriet Netia
m was attin or around the city, others the ways
and Arctic coastlines of the
Rhode Island had 85,97
United States.
In the center of the bottom of National Forest area
4-H members conduct acked by a mugger and
Uni4
he clapped of the hole there shoul
stayed on a small ranch, some progr
foreign-born citizens in
ted States is 8,683 miles.
d be a
ams, achievement awards, his hand across her
1968.
mouth to keep mound of soil over which
stayed at a sheep farm, cattle and honor
the
plan programs.
her from screaming she bit off
farm, or orange farm.
roots of the plant will b e
By living with the families his finger
tip.
The group had planned for us we obtained
spread. Hold the bush in the
ftrst hand inforThe lost fingertip Wednesday center
various activities which included mation on
of the hole and spread
prices, their school led to the capture of
the sus- the-roots out, then work in flee
a night swim party at one of systems,
plants native to Cali- pected mugger, Willi
am Allen, soil until the hole is about hale
the member's homes, a beach fornia, buildi
ng materials used 2/D.
party, an achievement meeting in constructi
full and Press it down firmly
on of homes and buiMrs. Neham, who suffered a Pour in half a bucke
followed by a dance with a local ldings, and the
t of water
general customs beating but lost no money, gave around each
bush, and when it
band, a trip to Disneyland and of the peopl
e and other educat- the left little fingertip to
police, settles replace the rest of the
a Farewell Party. The Disney- ional background
of that state. who checked the print with their soil.
land trip was scheduled for about
Since I arrived back in Ken- files. It
matched Williams', and
The continuing care requir
8 to 9 hours and in this time tucky, I have been
asked by many a photograph was issued.
ed by roses is mainly food and
limit we were to tour the groun- people what was
my reason for
Williams, missing a fingertip, water. A "complete" plant food,
ds and visit the attractions. Dis- wanting to go and
what is the one was arrested Wednesday and ch- high in phosphorus, is recomneyland is divided into six main outstanding
fact that impressed arged with the attempted
robb- mended. The American Assocsections - Frontierland, New Or- me about the trip.
To these ques- ery. Police are searching for
a iation of Nurserymen warns
leans Square, Adventur eland, tions I have answe
red. It is for second man involved in the mugg- that the lawn fertilizers, with
Fantasyland, Tomorrowland and a citizen who
is interested inour ing.
their high nitrogen content reMain Street, U. S. A. In each nation to live in
Qjle secti
of
sults in tendeswood and abortdivision there were Adventures country and not, trave on the
011111
l either by Fa'film
lived blooms.
and Attractions, Food and Re- the road or through
books to the
The water is even more imfreshment Centers, Free Exhib- other states.
HOLLYWOOD (11)—A fea- portant than food. Ideall
y, rosits, Shops and Stores and some
Only by traveling can we get ture film will be made from es should get about an inch of
Free Entertainment. All of these a partial view
of other peoples footage taken at this summer's rainfall a week, and if nature
were designed to strengthen the problems and their
life. This Woodstock Music and Art Fair doesn't do the job be sure that
motif of the division by which it knowledge can help us
JOB PRINTING:
you do.
determine in New York.
was named, for example in Fron- what is best for the
Later this year you'll want
people as
tierland there was the Columbia a whole in our nation
* * *
to "winterize" your roses. In
. As we
Sailing Ship, Indian War Canoes, were introduced to
Programs and game sch
the case of bushes, that means
people from
edules
Mark Twain Steamboat, Tom Paducah to Calif
ianter the Crab, Leo the preparing a hill of soil banked
ornia and they
Sta
tements, Work orders,
Sawyer Island Rafts, Santa Fe were told the reaso
SPE IMEN SIGNATURE
contracts
n of our visit lion and N irgo the Virgin are against the base of the plant
Envelopes, letterheads.
and Disneyland Railroad, Fron- they were both surpr
ised and the summer signs of the zodiai to a height of 8 to 10 inches.
tier Trading Post, Frontierland Interested in our progr
If you have tree roses, wrap the
Personalized Statio
am.
nary, Napkins,
Arcade Gun Collection and oth'top in burlap and the trunk in
Christmas Cards
The success and well wishes riot only to
Wed
ding lnvatations,
the
youth
that part- heavy paper.
ers. In New Orleans Square you that we received from
Informals
these peop- icipated but it was valua
ble in a Plant your roses now for the
Campaign Cards, Business
could see Pirates of the Cari- le were the most positi
ve proof small way of adding stren
Cards
gth to fun of it, then watch beauty
bbean, the Blue Bayou Restau- that such a progr
Printed Labels, Price
am is valuable the cohesion of our count
ry,
Tags, Gift certificates
happen next spring.

Would-Be Thief
Loses Fingertip

THE LEDGER AND TIMES
OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

I"- I

OFFERS THE FOLLOWING SERVICES

Skid school

IF ITS PHOTOGRAPHABLE
WE'LL PHOTOGRAPH IT

0.

LOUDONVILLE,
N.
Y.
(UPI) — The car went into a
skid on the wet pavement, fishtailed and spun almost completely around. The driver got
an F.
Thisiorrticular skid was not
on a h way, but in a parking
lot at Siena College under supervision of the State Motor Vehicle Department and an insurance company. It was a "Skid
Control School."
Law enforcement officers and
driving instructors were the au.
dents who were learning how
skids come about and how to
control them.

STANDARD PORTRATURE an
thde UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH

drubbs citubicr
223 South 13th Street
For Appointment Call

753-3007

Paper: We carry a complete
inventory of Bond, Mimeo
2nd sheets, Carbon, Beaver
land and Poster.
Pens: Pencils and Refi
lls:
Available in all the
leading Brands.
Tapewriters: Dyno and
Scotch, hand and des
k models. 1 /4
to 1/2 tapes in ass
orted colors
BOOKKEEPING SUPPLIES:
Ring and Post Binders, all sizes, (WJ
) (BP), Account
Work Pads, Ledger Sheets. Single and Dou
ble Entry
Ledger Books, Cash Books. Journal,
Time Books. All
in minature or regular sizes. Complete
Bo-okkeeping
systems, for Farm and Home.
OFFICE FURNITURE:
Desks, Chairs, files, typing stands, rol
laway files
and filing supplies. Since our storage spa
ce is small
we have only a limited number of filing cab
inets on
hand but we can order furniture from
HON, ALL STEEL,
COLE etc.

*PORTRAITS
*WEDDINGS
*COMMERCIAL
*AERIAL
*RESTORATIONS
WE DO THEM ALL

If you need something
printed See Us.
OFFICE SUPPLIES:

OFFICE MACHINES:
We carry a complete line of Victor Champi
on Adding
machines and the new Victor Tallyrand
Home model.
It would be impossible to list our large and div
ersified
stock in this ad but if you are in need ors
omething for
your office Come In and see us, if we do not
have it in
stock we will be more than happy to order
it for you.
CRITICIZES U.S. •
Swedish
Pr em i e r -designate
Olof
Palme, in his first major
speech since being elected
chairman of the ruling Social Democratic, Party, Hays
In Stockholm his government will continue to crit1,cite U.S. involvement in.Vietiusm. More than 200.American servicemen have received
political asylum in Sweden.
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Demand $10,260 Owen Pollution Penalty

Congressional Boxscore
MAJOR LEGISLATION IN 91ST CONGRESS
Nous* lan•-op

/Iry Soboon

Senate lino-up

• SCHEDULED
0 IN PROCESS
* COMPLETED

HOUSE
/
o ''#
I.

As of Oct. II, 19b1

Nonproliferation Treaty
Tax Surcharge
Tax low Revision
Electoral College Revision
East-West Trade
Cigarette Advertising
Postmaster Appointments

Elementary Education
School lunch Program
Military Procurement
Food Stamp Authorization
Food Stamp Reform
Foreign Aid
Organized Crime Control
Bank Holding Companies

3

37

43

0

FTIANKFORT (UPI): The
state Water Pollution Control Commission staff has
demanded $10,260 damages
from Kraft Food Inc. for a
fish kill in Stevens Creek
below the firm's Owenton
plant.
Kraft has paid $604 damages for a a fish kill in
Brashear Creek resulting
from milk-dumping at its
Taylorsville plant.
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THE OWENTON incident
still is being investigated
by the company, commission attorney David Short
said.
At the request of Ralph
C. Packard, commission executive director, federal ofricials are withholding a
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, Omnibus Form Bill
Voting Rights
Antipoverty Program

%/mambos
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Postal Corporation
Mine Safety
Water Pollution

GOP
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CURRENT PLANS call
for sewer construction inside Corbin, he said.
"We're going to keep the
grants tied up until we get
concurrence they're going
to do the total job," Pickard declared.
The commission voted to
approve Pickard's stand.
THE COMMISSION also

heard these reports:
1. The City of Middlesboro is operating its sew-age plant "in a very good
manner," in response to
last Monday's deadline for
Improvement set by the
staff. said Herman Regan
Jr., director Sanitary Engineering, field operations,
for the commission.
"Minnows were observed
in Yellow Creek at the
U. S. 25-E bridge and this is
something spectacular," Regan said.
However. Regan cautioned that the plant will
require further surveillance.
ONE OF THREE new lagoons built by Middlesboro

Wall Street
Chatter
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NEW YORK (UPI)-The
recent buildup of latent institutional buying power as well as
In the short interest suggests
that the general market's
technical condition has materially strengthened since the Dow
range first dropped into the 800
zone more than two months
ago, according to Wolfe & Co. A
breakout through the bottom of
the Dow's trading range should
therefore be avoidable or at
least prove to be shortlived and
marginal, and a recovery
toward the top of the trading
range could occur promptly, the
firm adds.

**

arden Path
By MRS.W.P.WILLIAMS
To those of us who want to plan tin cans to a depth of about four
a new rose, now is the dine to do Inches. This will give plenty of
d. For this climate, I think they drainage, for if there is one thing
do better when planted in the fall, roses can't stand is continually
although there are many who feel wet feet. Many a good rose has
spring is best. Fall planted roses, been lost because it was planted
when properly mulched, are safe in a place where water stood
through the winter and have the after a rain instead of draining
opportunity to put out a root down through the roots, the exsystem that will really give them cess being drained off.
a good start in the spring.
Mound up the soil in the center
. The American Association of of the bole and spread the
jilleraseymen gives some ex. roots of the plant out over it. Set
ailed advice. They say to start at a depth so that the bud union,
Of with, "Put them where you (the bulge where the main stem
n see them frequently, enjoy starts) is about level with the
Intimately, and care for ground. Then gently work in
conveniently." Put them fine soil with plenty of peat moo
Aare they can get sunlight and good well-rotted barnyard
for at least half the day. manure. Fill hole halfway with
If you have to choose between the this and prem it down firmly,
two, give them morning sun as pour in about half a bucket of
hot afternoon rem will bleach or water around each bush and
when it settles, fill with the
burn some types of roses.
rest of the soil.
Choose a spot that is not near a
top soil slightly to
big shrub or tree as roses can't Mound up the
heighth of six or eight inches to
a
compete with other roots,
the plant drying out.
ncially big ones, for the prevent
As soon as the ground has its
Moisture and food they need.
first freeze, mulch the plants with
The one mistake most people
good mulch such as cotton
make is in not digging a big boles that will not pack down. The
enough hole. It should be at least new roses can be almost covered
15 to 18 inches wide, regardless of with the mulch.
the size of the roots. Most of them After the first killing frost, old
may look as if they wouldn't need roses can be pruned and mulched
one half that big, but they grow so in the same way.
fast and need good loose soil all Some one has said, "Plant your
around them.
roses now for the fun of it, then
In the bottom of the hole put watch beauty happen next
cinders, or sand or even crushed spring."
mines historical sites.
Double duty
Dihenever department crews
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (UPI) - encounter paleontological. anThe Wyoming Highway Depart- thropological. archaeological or
ment not only builds high-Wept-itistorical remains, they notify
but also helps preserve Wyoe_. the University of Wyoming and
the State Archeologist's office.

H & R Block Is
Listed On New
York Exchange

H & R Block, Inc., America's largest income tax service with a new office in Murray, has been approved for listing on the New York Stock ExNow is the time to anticipate
change. First trading of common
shares is scheduled for October a large scale troop withdrawal
from Vietnam, Paine, Webber,
13.
Founded in 1955, the tax firm Jackson & Curtis says. No one
prepared 5,300,000 individual knows when it will happen, but
Federal returns in the filing it is becoming increasingly
season ended last April. The apparent that it will take place
Company operated 3286 offices the firm says. Such a developin all 50 states, plus Canada ment would have a dramatic
Puerto Rice, Guam and New Zea- effect on equity markets and
land.
this is the time to discount it by
H & R Block listed 5,305,001 adopting a bullish investment
shares of common stock which policy, the firm adds.
had previously been traded over--the - counter. There are appStock prices are near the end
roximately 3,500 stockholders of of a consolidation period siring
Airing
record,
which investors have
The Company initially offered reappraising early 1970 prosshares to the public in Februa- pects, and the mood coming out
ry, 1962. Since that time the value of this range will be downward,
of the Company's stock has risen Moody's Investors Service be9000 percent. For the year ended lieves. It is too soon to invest
April 30, 1969, total tax prepar- funds built up in cash reserves,
ation volume rose 46 percent the firm says. Howerer, the
to $56,143,799, and net earnings risk at this level is not great
were up 60 percent to $3,279,574. enough to warrant disturbing
"Our purpose in listing," acc- long-term holdings, tie firm
ording to Henry W. Block,Presi- adds,
dent, "is to achieve the best
--possible market for the benefit
Shearson, HammW & Co.
of our shareholders."
classifies the short term picture
H & R Block, in joining some as still less than certain but has
1500 of the nation's largest firms "no hesitation about viewing
on the Exchange becomes the only current price levels as a good
listed Company whose primary opportunity to make carefully
business is the preparation of chosen commitments lo comincome tax returns.
mon stocks in preparation for
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Wright, the next advance". If economic
local franchise owners of H & R news, and particularly corporBlock, Inc., have stated that their ate earnings, turn out not to be
office will open January 2, 1970, as had as is suggested by the
and remain open from 9:00 a.m. steep decline in the stock
until 9:00 p.m. They have stated market, the market will have
their willingness to remain open "a lot of catching up tc do,"
for twelve months if the need the firm says.
arises, and will also handle bookkeeping accounts as well as aud- Forgetful type
its and amended returns. As of
SEAT
PLEASANT, Md.
this date they have not chosen
(UPI) - A bandit held up a
an office site, but when they
do the location will be made dairy store for about S75 then
leaped into a car with three
available to the public.
other men. Police later found
the getaway car abandoned.
They also found a brown fraper
bag with the stolen mom.% still
inside.

$1.09
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Ingraham Electric

ANNIVER

ALARM CLOCKS
$2.39

Beauty, with built-in accuracy.
Handsome case in colors. Sweep
second hand
2-Pc. Padded Sets

ONE HOUR SERVICE

4-Pc. Colonial

VAC CLEANER
$28

BRAIDED RUG SETS
$50

Genuine GE swivel top vacuum
cleaner. Lubricated motor. Attachments "lock on".
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Men's Colorful Plaid

CPO SHIRTS
$8.98

$6.00 Values. Seat and back rests
for chairs and rockers. Padded.
corduroy covers.

Big warm wool-rayon blends. Full
cut for comfort. Two pocialta.
SM &L

Women's and Misses

PRETTY BLOUSES
50°
Manufacturers Closeout Special!
Bleeding Madras. jewel neckline.
plaids. 34-40.

oys
WINDBBRIAKERS
Values

99% Nylon. 1% other fibers. One
9:12 ft., one 3x5 ft., two 2x4 ft.
Women's and Misses

FALL SWEATERS
$5.50
Values to $6.98. Cardigan sweaters
and turtle or crew neck slipovers.

Womens

COATS
$29.50

Wind-repelling cotton poplin windbreakers. Zip front, slash pockets.
Colors. 8-18.

Laminated woolens and others.
Many stayflexed. Warm linings.
Some with fur.

Mims Permanent Press Matched Sets

Special Group

4f.
Airy, Cheerful

TIER CURTAINS
$1

SHIRTS
$3.50
TROUSERS ----

Values to $2.98. Sheer fabrics are
washable and quick to dry.

Wash 'N Wear Fortel-cotton. strongly stitched. Men's, young men's
sizes.

WINTER COATS
$1 9.50
Values to $24.50! Shetland and others. 2 to 15 and 6 to 18 for women.
Misses.

Register In Our Lovable Department

FREE
iIsAaidEia
$5.00
Men's 61 to 11 - Boys 31 to 6
Hand-sewn Penny Loafers.

* 1st Prize - GE Mustang 4-Speed Portable Stereo
* 2nd Prize - 810 Certificate for Lovable Merchandise
No obligation and nothing to buy! Register every day. Drawing on final day
of 50th Anniversary Sale
Munsey Econo-Size

TOASTER-BROILER
$11.50
Fast heating, convenient baking.
then easily turns over for easy
broiling.

School and Casual

GIRLS' SWEATERS
$3.50
Cardigans and slipovers, bulky and
flat knit. 7 to 14.

Snow white cotton batts. One piece
full bed size. Glazed for easy handling.

100% sanforized cotton chino. Customed taylored. Green and grey.
Sizes 32 to C

Bonded

72x84-In. Beacon

Men's Pile Lined

WOOLENS & ACRYLICS
$2.50

ELECTRIC BLANKETS
$10.50

ALL-WEATHER COATS
$12.50

0

Milliken quality. Reg. 2.96 and 3.98!
Solids, colors and plaids.

Washable rayon cover. Nine temperature settings. Guaranteed two
years.

Muted and solid poplin shell. Resists rain and wind. Lining zips in
and out.

0
Fo

-Inch
HOPE34MUSLIN
270 YD.
11111111111111111.1kViomen's - Teems

CASUALS
Elsewhere $SA

LOSES BY A WHISKER Tom
Himler stacks groceries in a
supermarket after losing his.
teaching Job in Maple
Heights, Ohio, because he
refused to shave off Sr alter
his mustache. The School
Board feels the miistiche
could have an adverse effect
on his fifth grade pupils.
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WORK TROUSERS
$2.50

* SHIRT SERVICE *

ONE-HOUR
Martinizing

Swivel Top

SEAT & BACK RESTS
$3.50

(8 yards limit to customer)
4 yards $1.110

THE MOST IN DRY CLEANINGNI

RE
Imo

NOW I "OGRESS... THE OST OU ANDING
MONEY-SAVING EVENT OF THE YEAR! SAVE BIG!

BAITS
$1.19

Offer Good Tuesday and Wednesday,

LAMES I PEN

L ERMANS

Men's ChIno

SPECIAL Cie:ling OFFER

One noun
fr
own

4. A LARGE NUMBER

of boat owners are registering, or "documenting,"
their boats with the U. S.
Coast Guard in an effort to
evade a state law requiring
boats with toilets to have
an approved disposal device.
The commission upheld
Pickard in rejecting architect Fred Hartstem's plan
to put a sewage treatment
facility inside the budding
of the new Eisenhower Elementary School in southwest Jefferson County.
Pickard wants the facility at least 200 feet from
the building. which, Hartstern claimed, would put it
too cloae to adjoining subdivision land.

Mountain Mist

ONE HOUR SERVICE

o
zw

Tanning Co. to reduce its
load to the city plant already is filled by sludge,
Regan said.
2. The City of Glasgow
so far has failed to adopt
an ordinance to regulate industrial wastes received in
the city sewage system. An
administrative hearing is
set for Sept. 29.
3. American Chain and
Cable Co., Bowling Green,
has not installed planned
treatment facilities and is
discharging acid water and
Iron deposits into the Barren River, Regan said. A
hearing is set also for Sept.
29 in Frankfort.

****

0

Down the

ttl

$328,000 grant for sewer
construction in Corbin.
Pickard charged the city,
by a 3 to 2 council vote,
has reneged on plans to
build a sewer line for the
outlying American Greeting Card Co. plant and several 1-75 motels and service
stations.

Italian Loafers and Penny Loafers
Black and brown. 5 to 10.

"Russ"

SWEATER, SKIRTS AND
SWEATER SHELLS - - $4
Cardigan and pullover sweaters,
bonded wool skirts and long sleeve
shells.

Permanent Press

GIRLS' BLOUSES
$1.50
Reg. $1 98! Several styles. Roll-up
and long sleeves.
7-14

Merit and Youths

ZIP W1NDBREAKERS
$4
Values to $4.98! Rugged poplin. Zip
closure. Slash pockets. S. M & L

Girls' Knit Tops with Turtle Necks

$i
LERMANS
WM Value. Soft cottons. Long sleeves. For school
and casual wear. Sizes 7 to 14.

FIFTIETH YEAR • 1919--1969
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HELP WANTED

REDUCED TO SELL, two-bedframe, beautifully decoDated. Carpeted, built-ins.
Price reduced on to-bedroom
brick oar North 17th. Real sharp.
ALSO REDUCED. Four bedon John. Two baths,
n
central heat and air. Beautiful home.
PROFESSIONALLY decorated
three-bedroom tri-level on Poplar. Central hest. Lots of storage.
LOVELY LARGE brick home on
two acres. Two miles from Murray. Priced right.
DUPLEX on Dodson, three bedrooms on each side.
THREE BEAUTIFUL three-bed
room homes in Kingswood- All
have central heat and air. Two
baths.
NEAR UNIVERSITY, duplex.
Three bedrooms and family
room on one side. Two bedrooms on other.
EAST Y MANOR, lovely large
three-bedroom brick. Full basement with family mom. Two
baths. Has everything.
ON BELMONT, new three-bedroom. Central heat and air. Two
baths. Modem in every respect.
THREE-BEDROOM on Keeneland. Central heat and air. Carpet, niceFOUR-BEDROOM In Canterbury. Beautiful French Provincial. Two bath, double garage,
dining room. You must see this.
THREE-BEDROOM modern design on Hermitage. This one is
a beauty.
THREE-BEDROOM on She-Wa.
Central air, double g2rage.
FOUR-BEDROOM on Magnolia.
Central heat and air. T w o
baths, all built-ins and carpeted.

NOW YOU KNOW

German brewery
For Alsaka?

WANTED: Experienced dinner
cook, short order cook, dishmachine operator. Must be neat,
efficient and dependable. Full
time work. No phone calls. Apply In person Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
0-13-C

100,ReotRhe
rfiRoaN THE
litml ashes Per Sale

MONDAY - OCTOBER 13. 1969

Rua. ESTATE POE SALE

AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE OR TRADE: House
and five acres, on black top
road, close in. Phone 153-7456
after 4:00 p. m.
0-13-P

AUCTION SALE

Auction Sale

BY
OWNER: Two-bedroom
frame house. Electric heat, fenced in back yard, close to University and grade school. Phone
753-8719.
TFC

- Wednesday, October 22 - 10:30
Location: 4 Miles East of Hopkinsville, Ky. on Highway 68 (see signs)

38 HEAD WISCONSIN HOLSTEIN HEIFERS

80 ACRE FARM, level land, all
seeded down, 30 acres timber, 14
acres corn base, 1.64 tobacco
base, 2.9 wheat base. Pretty
good five-room house, good outbuildings, including good stock
barn, tobacco barn and shed,
extra good double garage. Located one mile northeast of
Taylor's Store on Highway 1828.
Edgar Armstrong owner.
0-13-P

Tested and clean. Age 28 to 30 months. Extra large hetfers
Start freshening November 4.
Terms: Cash

Owners: 3 Way Farms, Hampton-Kennedy
for more information write

WEST KENTUCKY LAND & AUCTION COMPANY
5l9i Weber Street

SERVICES OFFERED

1968 VICEROY trailer, IT x 45',
located at University Heights PROFESSIONAL residentTrailer Court. Phone 1534291 ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
estimates
after 10:00 a. m.
0-18-C References. Free
Phone 754-3488.
Oct. 1114
18 FT CAMPER trailer, fully
SEMI-RETIRED
man
would
like
equipped, including Cantilever
hitch and electric brake con- job as night watchman or Janitrol. Phone Al Kipp 753-8092. tor. Best references. Phone 7530-13-C
0-13-P 8386.

HAY: Eleven sera al good
clew Jim hay. For sale cm the
stump. Lee Bolen, Kirksey, 4893741.
044C

BLACK TOP PAW
N. Jobs to Srnalf or LarIM
to be Appreciated -Free Estimate/
Confect:

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

FOR RENT
MOBILE HOME, three bedrooms, 1% baths, automatic
washer, furnished. Mobile Home
Village, phone 753-3895. 0-13-C
NICE FURNISHED eanitmeit
for four girls. Available November let. Phone 753-5108 at
ter 4:00 p. m.
0-14-C
TRAILERS. One two-bedroom
$50.00 per month. One one-bedroom for one or two peop
$35.00 per month. Call

FtTRNl.SHED apartment, prima.
/ entrance and bath, 300 WoodLawn Fred McClure.
0-13-P

me...

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

13-Puffs up
15.Printer s
measure
16-Expand
18-Sluggish
Auctioneer
19-Ocean
21-Great Lake
Harold Cox
22-Symbol for
tantalum
23-Sifts
26-Resort
29-Metal tube
LOST & FOUND
31-Pierce
33-River in Siberia
LOST: Children's Sorrell pony
34-Conjunction
strayed in the vicinity of H*
35-French for
"name"
set Highway. Reward. Phone
38-Music: as written
0-13-C
153-5079,
39-Faroe Islands
F.
William H.
whirlwind
LOST - Five month old male Kennedy are the only Presidents 40-Prefix: not
collie. last in vicinity of Story buried in Arlington National ' 41-Snare
43-incline
Ave. and 13th St. Child's pet. Cemetery.
45 Condensed
call 753.49$6,
0-13-C
moisture
47-Facing
NOTICE
NOTICE
50 Bone
52--Lohengrin"
heroine
53-Turf
56-Harbor
The three things to look for in buying a Color
58-Chemical
prefix
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
60 Note of scale •
2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color an
6I -Feel indignant al
634erts of cameras
the market.
65-Nerve networks
3. NAME BRAND - Magnavox.
66 Pluralending
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
67-Antlered animal

Hopkiruwille, Kentucky
Phone 885-3117

Auctioneer
Stanley Fritz, Broker

POR SALE

ALL-STATE motor scooter. Excellent condition, and approved type head per. Phone Al
Kipp 753-8092.
0-13-P

kUCT1001 SALE

The Communist Hukbalihap
BONN (UPI) - Alaska's first
guerrillas in the Philippines
brewery may be built by the
were originally established to
Oetker Group of West Germany.
fight Japanese occupation fortie
11
and
World
War
in
ces
Oetker, one of Germany s
name in the Tagalog language
means "the peoples' army a- leading food processors, found a
study of the Alaskan beer marWORRIED about money for gainst Japan."
ket potential in 1965-66 to be
Christmas or special occasions?
* * *
encouraging. A final decision
Work at your own convenience.
The United States ha-, depends on the state government
Six Hours per week. Phone
753-3056.
0-15-C 5,720,000 citizens of Jewish de granting certain tax concessions,
an Oetker spokesman said.
scent.
AMBITIOUS MAN OR WOMAN:
* * *
A Marshall Field family-owned
If the project is approved,
enterprise has local opening for
Oetker proposes a brewery with
The Babylonians are credited an annual capacity of about
ambitious man or woman of
unquestionable character. Age with inventing the signs of the 1,375,000 gallons.
27-50. College education prefer- Zodiac.
red. Accustomed to earning ato Saturday's Puzzle
bove average income. Must be
ready to accept position by October 16th. For local interview,
OM 00 @MOW
ACROSS
4-Drain
MOOOMO MODEM,
write fully to Mr. Ray P.
5-Cubic meter
OM OCIS0000 BO
Shreve, 1207 South 12th., May1-Perform
6 Mollifies
00 62000 0000
7-Man's
field, Kentucky 42066 State age, 4-Steamship
(abbr)
nickname
OMB
ODOM OMM
education,
experience,
and
6-Having branchet7 8-Spar
SODRO OMM@ MC
phone number.
0-13-C 11-Rug
9-Book of maps
nom OWOU
MOTHERS: School-Home coordinating work. Ten to thirty
hours a week. School, church,
or 9-H work helpful. Excellent
earnings, if accepted. Write fully to Mr. V. Rather, Personnel
Manager, P. 0. Box 726, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
0-13-C

Taft and John

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

10-Sign of zodiac
12 Postscript
(abbr )
14 Compass point
17 Falsehoods
20-Snake
24 Coin
25 Posed for
portrait
27-Body of water
28 Encourage
29 Remunerated
30 S-naff island
32 Flying mammals
36 Anglo-Saxon
money

37 Coloring dye
42-Buddhist dialect
44-Possessive
pronoun
46-More sick
48-Fiber plant
49-The nostrils
51-Let it stand
54-City in Russia

-o•,i4

:40 •
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Nancy

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

Abbie 'N Slats
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Peanuts®

55-Article of
furniture
56 Pair (abbr )
57-Above (poet 1
59-Preposition
62 Symbol for
nickel
64-Compass
point
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LAFAYE1TE HE 400 CB, 23
channel base or mobile radio
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
DOWN
and super magnum antenna, 40
WHAT WE HAVE
ft. steel antenna pok, 100 ft. Between 1100 a. in. ond
1 High cards
NICE three-bedroom trailer for
2-Walking stick .
coaxial cable and mobile mare
500 D. in.
college boys. Phone 753-5108
3-Innials of 26th
FOUR-BEDROOM on South Se- niun trunk mount antenna.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
President
TFC
venth Street. Full basement Phone Al Kipp 753-8092,
after 5:00 p..m.
Phone 753-7575
Itch
with fireplace.
0-15-NC FLOORS CLEANED, waxed,
IN GATESBOROUGH we have
two three-bedroom homes. Each FOUR-PIECE bedroom suite buffed, home or office. By day
with two baths, central heat and with innerspring mattress; ma- week or month. Window cleaning. Call 753-3096.
TFC
air. Lovely homes.
hogany dining room suite with
INCOME PROPERTY on Miller. dropleaf table and six chairs; I WOULD LIKE to keep your PEANUTS
5HE REPORTED ME TO THE
5NE PI2 IT!
Apartment upstairs with sep- Frigidaire semi-frost refrigera- children in my home during
HEAD BEAGLE!eM DOOMED!
arate entrance.
il-riERE,SNOOPL(
tor; pressure canner; Electrolux the daytime, Monday through
DRASTICALLY reduced, four. sweeper. Call 469-2701. 0-13-C Friday. Call 753-8766.
GOT
A
0-13-C
bedroom on College Terrace.
COPPER SKIN tied Centennial WILL CONTRACT new houses.
Central hen and air.
Three- sweet potatoes. $2.50 per bu., General repair work and addiREDUCED TO SFIJ
It
ea
bedroom, 1% baths on Sunset. bring your containers. 1/4 mile tions. Phone 753-3366. N-14-C
REAL CUTE three-bedroom in south of Hazel on Hwy 641
south. J. C. Russell 498-8578.
Bagwell Manor.
0-14-C
LOW PRICED house with beausi
tiful lot on No. lath Street. AUTOMATIC WASHER and
NEW three-bedroom in Meadow dryer, both
$175.00. Phone 753GET RID os
Green Acres. Central heat, ga- 8719.
14,0.1e
1;
0-14-C
PESTS
rage.
TWO-BEDROOM, central heat ONE DINING ROOM suite with
and air, two bathe on S a d y six chairs, living room suite,
Lane.
bedroom suite, two oil stoves,
FINE HOME on eight acres, an electric stove, a refrigerator
ROACHES
I'LL
one mile from Murray. Has and same lamps. Phone 435Carry Germs
three shop buildings and small 4950.
0-14-C
SPIDERS
TOSS A
SEE,
SHALL
LEY'S
lake.
Are Poison
COIN --I BUY A SODA OR
COTTAGE at Panorama Shores, COAT, size 18, like new, $15.00.
TERMITES
two-bedroom, full basement Dress, size 18, $4.00. See at
H E ADS
CANDY?
Eat Your Home
1304 Sycamore St.
0-14-C
Nice lot.
CANDY,
Forty-six saw of fine crop- ANTIQUES: Civil war
Locally owned and operat
1865
TAILS
land, one-third mile from Mur- sabre, $45.00. 1884 U. S. Spring- ed for 10 years. We can be
ray.
reached
SODA
14
hours
a
day.
field 45-70 rifle, *75.00. Wall
clock, $55.00. Kitchen clock,
Call Teday For FREE
135 ACRES on Irving
$45.00. 753-7683 after 5:00 p. m.
Inspection
Road. Long highway frontage
0-14-P
Phew 7534914
SIXTY ACRES North of Penny
Member Chamber of
Sowed down and good crop CLEAN rugs, like new, so easy
Commerce and Builders
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent
lend.
Amociation. LCF195
TWENTY ACRES in bottom electric shampooer $1. Big K.
near Murray. Eighty acres, five
miles southwest of Lynn Grove.
oc'T. -13
TWO ACRE LOT on Penny MESH PLAYPEN, $10; infant
alker,
$3;
electric
wall
hestRoad, one and one-half miles
from Murray. Three acre lot on r $17. grocery cart, $2; Woks,
Penny Road, three and one-halt5e44. 917 N. leth- 4-8 P. RI.
1TP
miles from Murray. Nice buildPhone 75341l4
jug lots in most sections of TEs
.
rgp and vproyed by milMurray.
LET'S SAY-- I'M A
Located HU Se. 13110 St.
lions of homemakers. Blue LusBY GASP: YOU??...
FRIEND OP CHARLIE
I WISH TO ASSURE THE
WE NEED new listings. call ere carpet cleaner is tops. WestW-WHO ARE You??
• DOBBS • HERE ARE
MANAGEMENT OF THIS HOTEL
us for an appraisal of your pres 'ern Auto. Home Gf "The WIlth"
MY CREDENTIALS.
THAT
ANY
BILLS
RUN
UP
BY
0-15-C
perty. No cost to you until we lag Well".
THE
WILL
DOBBS
PARTY
sell. We appreciate your conNOTICE
BE PROMPTLY PAID FOR
fidence
AUTOS FOR SALE,
BY ME.
LADIES: Earn free Beeline
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
needs come by or call GUY 1965 VOLKSWAGEN, runs per- fashions for Christmas. Phone
753-8939.
SPANN REAL ESTATE AG- fect, $550.00. Call 753-4440.
0-17-C
0-13-C
ENCY at 518 West Main, National Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
NOTICE
NOTICE
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louisa
Baker, 753-1409; Onyx Ray, 7538919; Gary Young, 753-11-1890-13-C

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.
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tr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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by Charles M. Schulz
WHAT IS IT, (
WHEN YOU\
SNOOPV WHAT
GET A
HAppENED
LTEHTETEHREA
FRPOM
5E
Z4kAEYri
FAINTLiA

C•

2

144-2-4>

by Ernie Bushrnilier

by R. Van Buren
(WELL ,SIR, YOUR CREDIT
!
1 THE
IS LINL/A4/750.
HOTEL BELONGS TO THEM
AS FAR AS I'M
CONCERNED"

MEN-TRAIN NOW
FOR A BIG PAY JOB AS A CLAIMS ADJUSTER

ALRE FARM, 2% miles north
Lynn Grove on black top.
Has 71 acres tendable land
dark air-cured, Burley tobacco
base, 40 acres of good jap
Phone 435-4313 or 435-5223
0-14-CTHREE-BEDROOM orick, con
tral heat and air, carpeted, builtin appliances. In city school district. transferable loan Phone
1TC
753-4516
CHOICE PROPERTY, large lot
in highly restricted neighborBeautiful
hood. 150' x 250'
shade trees Restful living in _a
quiet atmosphere and nearne,
to golf. tennis and horse" riding are features of this residential area Phone 753 7720
0-15-C

U.S. Army mechanic and servIce station at.
tendant, EDWARD D. PAIGE, is now employed as
staff adjuster by Free State Adjusters in Virginia.
Your I.A.S Home-Study Course is, in my opinion,
the best that can be obtained. Also, the Resident
Training I received gave me a good working knowledge and understanding of the claim adjusting
business."

To t. as Por ON- -All ..plo.••••,•410 IPPI try Uwood pew,. Sv.41.e•••

Former

You can earn top money in this fast moving, action
packed field. Insurance Investigators are urgently
needed to settle claims worth billions of dollars annuallyl The tremendous increase of auto accidents
alone have doubled the need of qualified adjusters.
Train at home in your spare time followed by two weeks
Resident Training- at. school owned facilities, MIAMI
BEACH, FLORIDA or LAS VEGAS, NEVADA. Nationwide employment assistance. Write for FREE information Accredited Member National Home Study Council,
VA APPROVED

Co.

AND INSERVICE PERSONNEL UNDER NEW GI MULL

INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOLS, Deptail
12111 N.W.7 Et., Miami, Florida 33125
Please Print

Name
'Address
city

Age

- state

Zip
Phone

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
EASY 10
-5,OFFf- TELL
WHO SHE'S
SCOOT't\l'
OUT 10 PLAY
WJ[PT THAT
FA\,'RITE 0'
ALL LOCAL
LIiL SWINE-

MOONIIMEAM!!

OH!!IT COULD ESE RATAL
10 MAKE THAT MISTAKE
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Space Station Expected As
Soviets Launch Third Ship

LEDGER

TinftS

SEEN & HEARD .
Let Me Write
by Darnell Shoemaker

—

• •
(Continued From Page One)

off to some unknown rendezvous.

01,

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Robert Head
Gets Award

MONDAY

OCTOBER 13, IN,

Miss Sharon Outland Receives China
At Bank of Murray

A fiat leaf drifts down from
events soon asses launching
the top of the Post Oak. Must
instead of filming the launching
have been very dry since it
by Derrell Shoemaker
live.
MOSCOW(UP— The Soviet
It has not been too long ago took its time tu drop the sixty
Moscow Speculation
Union put a" third manned
There was speculation in when Mr. W. D. Sykes and his feet to the ground.
spacecraft into earth orbit
biggest sawtoday and now has seven men Moscow two of the orbiting sons operated the
county at 4th The loaves of the Ash are
circling the earth in three Soyuz craft would be linked mill ever in this
Where the Root turning a reddish bronze. A sudSoyuz space vehicles in a together in the first space and Sycamore.
I was told den breeze wrenches a flurry
today.
is
Stand
Beer
reported attempt to build the welding and would remain in
less than of Elm leaves from their moorman
mill
saw
a
as a space station by
first permanent space station. orbit
years ago that timber would ings. A yellowish green, they
10
supplied
earth
from
subseby
Soyuz 8 with two experienced
grow faster than it would be sprinkle to earth like a flock
cosmonauts aboard roared aloft quent space launchings. How
used. I did not agree then, nor of Sparrows landing in a coraat 1:28 p.m. Moscow time (6:25 many would remain aboard was
now, that this is true. Even field.
known.
not
EDT)
a.m.
to pin Soyuz 6,
we pay freight on lumber
The Tass news agency said now
launched Saturday with two
all the way from the west coast The big leaf on the small Hickmen, and Soyuz 7, which went that us addition to space
ory by the Post Oak suddenly
of America.
up Sunday with three men research the three ships would
Aubrey Hatcher is an ole boy turns into a Robin. His feet,
be
used to compile geological that started with absolutely head and back blends into the
aboard.
The Russians gave almost maps of the earth's surace and nothing to become one of the riot of color and his red breast
American type television cover- oceans. It indicated the geologi- biggest automobile dealers ;n looked just like a leaf. He stirs
age of these space firsts cal-geographic work would be these and a lot of other parts. and we make him out as he sits
although they ran tapes of the concentrated on seeking clues I know Aubrey would give the there surveying the beginning
to new mineral wealth in the banks here much credit for his of day.
Retied W. Head
vast, barely explored regions of success.
the Soviet Union.
Speaking of banks I don't The sun, an indistinct blur of
Robert W. Head, Assistant
The cosmonauts put Into orbit know how it got started nor red, comes up behind our fav- Professor
t•
of Art at Murray
today were space veterans Col. vesy, but as long as I can re- orite stump and sends rays of State University,
Murray, has
on
split
Vladimir Shatalov and Alexei member they have been
(Continued From Pala 1)
light through the woods.
been named one of two recipYeliseyev, a civilian, who were politics. Friendly, but split,
ients of the 1969 Distinguished
of Saigon Sunday against no
made heroes of the Soviet why? The President of each The Squirrel's nest in the smal- Alumni Awards at
MacMurray
American deaths.
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Miss Sharon Outland, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
James D. Outland, is shown above with her pUc.e setting
of Beacon Hill Ironstone Ware China.
Miss-Outland was the first Bank of Murray customer to participate in this new program.
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What Is Vietnamization?

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Lio-ivee

Why Don't You
Come In and Start
Your Set
Just deposit $25.00 or more m a new
or existing regular savings account.

Bank of Murray

(Regency Pattern China is also
available. This fine China
is edged in a delicate gold band.)
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